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Annual General Meeting Rules
1. The current version of "Robert’s Rules of Order Newly Revised" shall be the parliamentary authority
for conducting the Annual General Meeting unless as described below.
2. Identification badges issued by the credentials committee shall be worn for admission to all
meetings and events. Badges may not be transferred without proper action by the credentials
committee.
3. The agenda shall be followed in order unless the body agrees to suspend or postpone an agenda
item by majority vote.
4. The President may relinquish the chair to a specific person. Should the President be unable to
attend the meeting, he/she shall appoint the Vice President of Player and Coaching Development
to conduct the meeting in his/her absence.
5. All bylaws amendments noticed in accordance with the FYSA Bylaws shall be deemed to have
been moved and seconded to the extent otherwise required for their consideration.
6. All proposed bylaws amendments shall be deemed to be on the consent calendar. When the
Bylaws Committee report is presented, following any introductory remarks by its reporting
member, the reporting member shall call up the consent calendar. The presiding officer shall then
announce that any delegate may demand separate consideration of any bylaws amendment or
amendments on the consent calendar, and shall thereafter allow no less than 30 seconds for
delegates to seek recognition to demand such separate consideration and the consent calendar
shall not be further considered while any delegate is seeking recognition for that purpose. The
bylaws amendments remaining on the consent calendar after any such demands shall then be
considered for adoption in gross without debate or amendment. Thereafter any bylaws
amendments originally on the consent calendar whose separate consideration was demanded
shall be taken up for consideration under the regular rules in the order.
7. AGM delegates and FYSA Board Members wishing to speak shall line up at the floor microphones.
Upon being recognized, AGM delegates and FYSA Board Members shall give his or her name and
office, title, or league.
8. AGM delegates and FYSA Board Members are required to follow rules of decorum in debate
especially as it relates to confining remarks to the pending item of business, avoiding the use of
other delegates’ or board members’ names, and not carrying on discussion directly with another
AGM delegate or FYSA Board Member.
9. Motions must be properly made, clearly stated, accurately recorded, seconded if required,
debated if allowed, and voted upon according to the parliamentary authority. The chair may not
make or second a motion and can only vote on a motion in order to break a tie.
10. Voting on motions shall be conducted by the chair (except items 4 and 5 below) and by using one
(1) or more of the following methods:
A. General acclamation
B. Voice vote
C. Show of Hands
D. Roll Call
E. Secret Ballot
F. Electronic Voting
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11. Debate shall be limited to one speech of not more than two (2) minutes for each AGM delegate
and/or FYSA Board Member on each debatable motion or bylaw amendment. Allowed time is not
transferable or cumulative.
12. Members will only be recognized up to two times of each times on any debatable motion
13. An amendment to strike out one word or a set of words in multiple places and to insert a different
word or a set of words in all of those places shall be in order and shall be deemed to include
appropriate modifications in capitalization, number (singular or plural), and case (possessive).
14. The secretary or bylaws committee chairman will be authorized to correct article and section
designations, punctuation, and cross- references, and to make such other technical and
conforming changes as may be necessary to reflect the intent of the membership in connection
with the proposed amendments to the bylaws, rules, regulations and policies adopted at the
AGM.
15. Electronic keypad voting shall be authorized for all business conducted during this meeting except
incidental main motions, uncontested elections, or otherwise as ordered by the president or
assembly. Voting by electronic keypad devices shall be deemed to be a Division of the Assembly.
16. Cell phones and pagers shall be silenced during all meetings.
17. Elections Process:
A. All candidates must be nominated from the floor regardless of prior nomination (FYSA Rule
5008.6)
B. Nominations will require a second, but the person seconding the nomination shall not provide a
speech. (FYSA Rule 5008.7)
C. The nominator may have 1 minute to speak about the candidate (FYSA Rule 5008.7)
D. Each candidate will have 5 minutes to speak; order determined by last name, alphabetically (FYSA
Rule 5008.8)
E. If there are more than two candidates, we will follow the following procedure:
1. A candidate must receive a majority vote to be elected
2. If no candidate receives the majority on the first ballot, a second round will be required
3. Candidates, nominators, or members will not be allowed to publicly address the
membership between rounds of voting
4. Candidates will have the option to withdraw following each round of voting
5. No candidate will be forced to withdraw
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2021 Florida Youth Soccer Association
General Session Agenda
10:00 AM

Call to Order
Opening Remarks
Introduction of Guests

President Kai Velmer

10:30 AM

Finalize Credentials via Test Vote
Credentials Report

FYSA Secretary

10:45 AM

2021 AGM Rules & Procedures
Adopt Agenda
Approval of 2020 AGM Minutes
Ratification of FYSA Board of Directors Rule Amendments

President Kai Velmer

11:30 AM

Correspondence

President Kai Velmer

President’s Report
Treasurer’s Report & Proposed Budget for 2021/2022

Treasurer Justin Goldman

Reports of Officers
& Committee Chairpersons
• VP of Admin & Communications
• Region Vice Presidents
• Standing Committees
• Executive Director Report
12:00 PM

Miscellaneous Members

Executive Director Joel Dragan

New Business
• Proposed Bylaw Changes
•

Vice President of Administration
& Communications Mike Flood
Vice President of Administration
& Communications Mike Flood

Proposed Rule Changes

Elections
• Secretary
• VP of Competition
• VP of Coaching/Player Development
• Registrar
• RVP A
• RVP C
2:00 PM

For the Good of the Game

FYSA Secretary

President Kai Velmer
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2021 Board of
Directors Reports
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President
Kai Velmer
My first year as FYSA President has been an interesting one for sure. Being elected during the
first ever FYSA Virtual AGM and the most challenging soccer season for everyone involved due to
the pandemic (Covid-19).
The first year was definitely a learning curve analyzing and understanding the structure of which
FYSA is built upon. In my opinion our state association is operating with an outdated structure
which was founded and created when youth soccer was not part of a multibillion-dollar youth
sports industry. With that said, we (Board of Directors, Staff and Committees) are all working
hard to serve our membership and the beautiful game to the best of our abilities under the
current structure.
One of my goals is to strive for FYSA to be the model association of USYS. We have a fantastic,
energetic, professional, and hardworking Executive Director, Joel Dragan. His desire to strive to
be the best and always improve is an important corner stone of achieving the goal of being the
model association of USYS.
Some of the topics I will be focusing on during the 2021/2022 seasonal year; Re-evaluating our
current competitive tryout system, creating a Girls Soccer/Women in coaching committee,
bringing together our recreational leagues and recreational soccer leaders to exchange
ideas/best practices to help improve the game at the grass roots level, continuing to improve
communication with our membership and continuing to find ways how FYSA can help the FLSRC
to increase the referee pool and referee education.
Thank you for all that you do for the game and the kids in your communities. Thank you for
allowing and trusting me to serve as your President.

Kai Velmer
FYSA President
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Vice President of Coach/ Player Development
Daragh Cullen
A massive THANK YOU to all the Club Admins, Technical Directors, and coaches in our great state
for all you do for youth soccer.
I would also like to thank our amazing staff at FYSA and our talented and dedicated Board of
directors for all their hard work; it is an honor and a pleasure to serve with you all.
I am excited that we are all finally able to meet with everyone again in person to collaborate
about the goings-on in our state.
While the last two years have felt like slow motion, it is hard to believe that it has been that long
since I was elected as your VP of Player Development. Though covid stopped us from being in
person, you all should know that our staff and BOD never stopped working for all of our affiliates.
I have enjoyed working with staff and our Board of Directors in the hope to shape the soccer
landscape in our state for the betterment of the game and to help all our affiliates. I have
attended every board meeting, and I have used the voice that you -the members- have given me
on many matters. I am excited about the new direction that FYSA is headed under our new
leadership. I look to continue to be involved and use my experience and my voice to move FYSA
forward.
Of course, we are not blinded by the fact that all our clubs, affiliates, and FYSA programming have
been severely affected by the ruin that the pandemic has left us to deal with. I have been actively
working with Sarah Schneider (Communications Director) on FYSA sponsorship opportunities,
that all can use to attract potential sponsors to help with rebuilding their clubs. I will be happy to
come to meet any companies/parties that you may have. I want to help!
ODP, I've had an absolute blast working with our players from all over the state at our ODP
events and was just over the moon when I was able to go to Murfreesboro, Tennessee, to work
with a 2009 Girls group. It is such a pleasure to get to work with amazing coaches from around
our state. Thank you, Siggi, for doing a tremendous job with our ODP program.
Our coaching courses are back in full swing, and our staff busy ensuring that we put on the best
program possible Mike, Andrew, and Mark do great work.
I was unable to attend the Commissioners cup as I contracted covid but was able to be at
Presidents Cup and State Cup – it was hot, but the kids had FUN, and it was great to see FYSA Cup
Series back in full swing.
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In June, I traveled to S. Carolina to the Southern Regional Championship; where I got to be there
firsthand and watch all our Florida teams compete. Our competition staff, our Executive Director,
and our treasurer were all on hand to help our teams. There were many logistical challenges, but
our FYSA team did not fail! I must give a big shout-out to our mascots Chubs, Lil Shortie, and
Shirley Lucky Charm.
In May, I applied for my USSF A license which will take place shortly after the AGM, as I am
always striving to be better in everything I do.
In closing, the game and the landscape of how the game is played will be forever changed due to
the pandemic. I look to continue to serve at the leisure of the membership. Thank you for
allowing me the privilege to serve FYSA.
Thank you all for all you do for the youth in our great state.

Daragh Cullen
FYSA VP Player Development
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Vice President of Competitions
Greg Zak
What a year this has been. To play or not to play that was the question.
Fortunately, FYSA State events were scheduled, and played.
Took some last-minute scheduling due to weather and of course the pandemic.
The state office administrators were constantly under fire and performed admirably.
One thing that myself and the competition committee finally agreed upon was that State
Leagues need to be run on an EARN your way IN format. Various iterations of a platform of
such were proposed. There is still some tweaking, needed and a final document drawn,
before the committee and BOD can propose the final format for affiliate approval.
This will be of utmost importance in the coming two years, as I hope your positive vote
will allow me to continue in this position, to move things forward, and continue to be the
voice of reason in regard to competition in the state of Florida.
Congratulations, to all who have weathered the pandemic storm, and to those
teams moving on to Regionals and Nationals.
Again, thank you for the vote of confidence, and look forward to working in your best interest
This upcoming term.

Gregory Zak
FYSA VP of Competition
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Vice President of Region C
Mike Connell
It is all about timing!! Two years ago, I stepped up to lead Region C only to be slapped with the
myriad of challenges associated with Covid 19! Players and clubs were never able to settle down
and allow the game to be celebrated. Games cancelled due to Covid exposure became the norm
and all who came to the fields came with trepidation. Yes, games did get played and players did
celebrate but unfortunately, we will only remember the years when Covid ruled.
We were able to complete Region C Commissioners Cup as a self-scheduled tournament. My
thanks go out to all the clubs who competed and the many field and referee assignors who spent
many hours making sure the games got played. I salute all the coaches and club representatives
who kept their teams focused while maneuvering through the Covid crazy times.
Thank you to Jennifer DiTillio for her management skills and assistance in helping establish the
Region C Commissioners Cup as a hallmark event for FYSA. Thanks also goes out to Jonathan
Spradley and Jill Hartley in the FYSA office for their many hours and diligence in helping schedule
and facilitate Region C Commissioners Cup.
The youth soccer landscape remains messy. Too many leagues and tournaments, no pathway
and little hope for sides to join and protect the game. With so many platforms and competing
entities parents and players find themselves confused and led by False Promises clubs.
Maintaining integrity in youth soccer is becoming a rarity and, in my opinion, the main reason the
game of soccer struggles to become part of our culture. It is my hope that the future sees the
leagues united to provide a credible and honest pathway for all players.
I ask that you offer your full support to the next Region C VP and FYSA.
As I wrap up my time as VP of Region C I can look back on my two years knowing I made a small
difference.

Mike Connell
Vice President of Region C
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Region C Commissioner- North
John Withkowski
Another year has drawn to a close, and we are all preparing to begin anew. This past year was a
extremely successful one for Region C North. We maintained our standing in the state with a
large portion of all registered players, and more people moving into the area every day.
We have not grown much this year in numbers, but I have seen something far more important
grow within my district and that is camaraderie between clubs. A true understanding that
sometimes a simple phone call from one club president to another can solve problem without
them getting out of hand. One club calling on another for suggestions and ideas, merging an age
group that neither club has players to fill. In seeing this, I hope that the players will see that it is
not all about competition but sharing a common goal in soccer community and making things
better for all the youth in our area. I applaud my clubs sincerely for this effort. In addition, while I
am applauding, I must than may registrars who work hard on paperwork.
In closing, I say thanks again to my region, district, the office staff and everyone for their support
and encouragement and hard work to make the best of soccer in the State of Florida
Thank you!

John Withkowski
Region C Commissioner- North
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Region C Commissioner- South
Ed Kinsey

In the beautiful game
It is not only the individual flare
The complete pass
and the Finish
But also the desire to create as
a whole
an enchanting

A Goal
Ed Kinsey
Region C Commissioner- South
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Vice President of Region D
John MacDonald
First, I would like to take this time to thank past Region D VP Sandy Lehtio and Region D West
Commissioner Dawn Hart for all of their hard work for Region D over the years. Stepping into Sandy’s
shoes is a large task, but I know with help from returning Region Commissioners, Terry Straub, Kara Davis,
and Margaret Clark, we will continue to carry the torch to provide excellent opportunities for Region D
Club staff and fellow board members. I also want to thank Renee Pippy for stepping up to take the
position of Region D West Commissioner.
The 20/21 season started off impaired by the Covid 19 pandemic, but our clubs embraced safe practices
outlined by CDC and local health departments and Region D was one of the first in state to return to the
fields, wearing masks to the benches and hand sanitizer in their bags. Coaches adjusted their sessions
accordingly and wore out their pennies in the laundry day after day. Portions of the region saw fields
remain closed by local agencies long into the fall though, with Leon County keeping fields in Tallahassee
shut down into October – forcing coaches to find any field available to work in small groups.
Region DOC’s continued to work together to run the Region D League to get teams meaningful, local
matches which qualify for team entry into Cup Championship Series – and many clubs took their teams to
Central Florida to participate in FSPL and Sunshine Conference Leagues. The self-scheduling of league
matches in FSPL/Sunshine proved to be both beneficial and challenging, due to covid, weather, etc. - and
rescheduling became taxing to say the least. Through it all Region D has several teams advance deep into
State Cup/President’s Cup with a few making it to USYS Regionals, proudly representing Club and State!
Due to low number of entries, we did not have Commissioner’s Cup in Region D.
Region D is a wonderful community, but we are small in number of clubs compared to other Regions. We
have a lot of talented players and teams, and in order for us to assure proper player development, we
need to continue to look for ways to always be challenging our players through meaningful matches. I
believe we should work collaboratively with Region B for regional league and Cup group matches in the
future to save travel time and cost where possible.
Thank you to all who participated, cheered, and supported our teams this year. I pray that everyone stays
safe and healthy. Play hard, play fair but most of all have fun!

John MacDonald
Vice President of Region D
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Reports Not Provided
Secretary
Treasurer
Vice President of Admin & Communications
Registrar
Vice President of Region A
Vice President of Region B
Region A Commissioner- North
Region A Commissioner- South
Region B Commissioner- North
Region B Commissioner- South
Region D Commissioner- East
Region D Commissioner- West
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2021 Committee
Reports
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Protest and Appeals Committee
With fewer games being played over the last year we saw a sharp decrease in the number of
matters brought to the attention of the Protest and Appeals Committee. Despite this, the issues
that were raised in the cases we handled were complex and required significant efforts and
patience of all concerned in order to resolve them.
I want to thank the Committee members for making themselves available when needed. Their
thoughtful preparation and attention that was required for each hearing demonstrated that they
had a grasp of the issues to be considered and their ability to work together in order to reach an
equitable result was admirable.
I look forward to working with them as we go forward when our service to FYSA is required.

Respectfully submitted,
Barry E. Witlin
Chairperson
FYSA Protest and Appeals
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Review & Discipline Committee
First and foremost, I would like to say that is has been a privilege to serve again as the
chairperson of this committee. I want to thank my committee members [Debi, Lance, Chris,
Rhonda, Dave, James, Katherine, and Margaret] for their dedication and participation this past
year as we reviewed the cases brought before us. This committee is charged with reviewing
documentation presented regarding possible violations of FYSA bylaws and/or rules and
determining if what has been brought forth either warrants that a regional hearing be held to
further investigate the matter, if the evidence presented is insufficient to warrant a hearing, if the
case should be referred back to a lower authority to address or if a committee investigation is
conducted and recommendations made to the FYSA Board of Directors to address. I would also
like to thank Joel Dragon and Jennifer Murphy for their assistance as we worked through issues
both technical and procedural to make this process run so smoothly.
Below is a summary of the cases and associated regions involved that were reviewed by this
committee over the past seasonal year:
Charges
Administrative Game Misconduct
Board of Director Complaints
Code of Ethics Violations
Referee Abuse
Referee Assault
Player Misconduct
Poaching
Referee Misconduct

# of Cases
3
2
10
7
3
1
2
1

Regions Involved
A - 2, C - 1
A - 3, B - 2, C - 5
A - 4, C - 3
A - 1, C - 2
B-1
B - 1, C - 1
B–1

As we move toward another seasonal year and more games and events, I hope that soccer life as
we know it can return to some sense of normalcy and the players can enjoy the sport that we all
love so much with fewer and fewer restrictions. To all the players, coaches, parents, clubs,
leagues, and board members, remember that soccer is “the gentlemen’s sport” and should be
fun. We should keep our emotions in check, our heads on straight and treat others as we would
want to be treated.

Barbra Newton
Chairperson
FYSA Review & Discipline
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2021 Executive
Director Report
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To the membership of Florida Youth Soccer Association:
I am so happy to welcome all of you to the 2021 Florida Youth Soccer Association (FYSA) Annual
General Meeting!
Though the Coronavirus Pandemic is not entirely behind us, I am so pleased with the way our
membership, staff, and board of directors have responded in the most difficult of times. Having
this event back in person is such an incredible accomplishment and took tremendous effort. I
look forward to meeting many of you in-person for the first time! Throughout the weekend, the
FYSA AGM will feature workshops, informational sessions, awards recognition, business
meetings, and social gatherings that highlight the best of youth soccer in the State of Florida.
Thank you so much for being a part of this special event!
Battling a global pandemic in the soccer community has been a monumental task. The early part
of the seasonal year was spent adapting to changing protocols, trying to play “socially-distanced
soccer,” gaining, losing, and regaining access to facilities, signing additional waivers, and all the
other hurdles that it took to get back on the field. Because of these challenges, FYSA saw a
registration decline from our normal 100,000 players to roughly 81,000. Unfortunately, most of
our decline was on the recreational side. This registration decline was not unique to Florida.
Looking across the nation, we appear to be fortunate to have had as much time with the game as
we did last year!
Though there were challenges, there were certainly plenty of highlights!
Despite the registration decline and pandemic, FYSA was still able to award over $50,000 in
player scholarships! This money was granted to FYSA affiliates who demonstrated that they had
players of significant financial need. Keeping players in the game and helping ease the burden of
the pay-to-play model is a top priority of FYSA. Look for 2021/2022 scholarship applications to be
posted online this fall!
FYSA has also continued our dedication to recreational soccer by offering the FYSA Bucks
Program. Last seasonal year, FYSA provided nearly $100,000 back to recreational affiliates in the
way of equipment and educational opportunities. The FYSA Bucks Program is again funded in the
2021/2022 budget, so look for award details to be distributed this fall!
It was our honor to host the 2021 US Youth Soccer National Championships and Annual General
Meeting in Lakewood Ranch Florida! This was a huge task that required significant staff and local
support for an entire week. The event was a huge success! Teams from the entire country
descended on Florida to crown the 2021 National Champions. At this event, FYSA had a landmark
year. We had 11 teams participate at the 2021 National Championships! We advanced five out of
group play, three to the finals and ultimately won two National Championships!
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Congratulations to the U13 and U19 Team Boca Girls teams on winning the 2021 US Youth
Soccer National Championship! An amazing accomplishment!
Looking forward to the 2021/2022 season, FYSA has, of course, many goals and objectives. First
and foremost, FYSA will look to rebuild and continue to support our recreational base. Today’s
recreational players are tomorrow’s competitive players! Nationally, the pandemic hit
recreational participation harder than any other level. We will be exploring many ways to further
incentivize our recreational affiliates and players!
Another objective for 2021/2022 will be a renewed focus on adhering to our annual membershipapproved budget. This weekend FYSA will present and seek approval for the 2021/2022 budget.
This year the membership will be provided more accurate representation of our financial outlook
for 2021/2022. Throughout the year, we will rely on these figures to make better informed
decisions based on forecasted income/expenses.
Finally, for 2021/2022 FYSA will strive to find ways to address the gender inequality participation
rates in our state. It’s unfortunate to report that most years FYSA has only 38% female
participation. This needs to be addressed! FYSA is working to create a committee to specifically
address this gap.
I want to specifically mention and thank our amazing staff! FYSA employees work extremely hard
for long hours in support of FYSA. Work in soccer is often physically demanding and thankless.
FYSA would not be the association it is today without the work of the following individuals:
Director of Coaching & Player Development
Mike Strickler

ODP Program Specialist
Siggi Nagele

Director of Competitive Services
Jill Hartley

Assistant Director of Coaching
Andrew Simpson

GotSport Program Specialist
Rosemary Napoleoni

Program Coordinator of Events
Jonathan Spradley

Risk Management & Insurance Specialist
Jennifer Murphy

Communications Specialist
Sarah Schneider

Finance Manager
Michelle Garno Quick

Event Specialist
Giancarlo De Gregorio

Assistant Director of Coaching
Mark Godwin
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I would like to offer a special recognition to both Jill Hartley and Jonathan Spradley who will be
leaving FYSA after the 2021 AGM. Jill and Jonathan have years of dedicated service to FYSA and
have been great representatives. We are, of course, sad to see them go, we thank them for their
contributions, and we wish them all the best in the future!
In closing, I want to recognize our board of directors. Our board meets frequently and are
extremely dedicated. FYSA invests a lot of responsibility in our board members, and they all
deserve a tremendous amount of credit for their time and effort:
President
Kai Velmer
Secretary
Christopher Ellison
Treasurer
Justin Goldman
Vice President of Admin & Communication
Michael Flood
Vice President of Coach/Player Development
Daragh Cullen
Vice President of Competition
Greg Zak
Registrar
Alice Smith
Vice President of Region A
Carlton Talbot
Region A Commissioner - North
Russell Walker
Region A Commissioner - South
Olaf Henke

Vice President of Region B
Mike Goodman
Region B Commissioner - North
Mike Sroka
Region B Commissioner - South
Moncef Hadiji
Vice President of Region C
Mike Connell
Region C Commissioner – North
John Withkowski
Region C Commissioner South
Ed Kinsey
Vice President of Region D
John McDonald
Region D Commissioner - East
Terry Straub
Region D Commissioner - West
Renee Pippy

Thank you all for your support and dedication over the last year!
As always, FYSA is committed to uphold our mission to lead, innovate, and inspire a life-long
passion for soccer.
Yours in youth soccer,

Joel P. Dragan
Executive Director
Florida Youth Soccer Association
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2020/2021
Ratification of FYSA
Board of Directors
Rule Amendments
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Ratification of 2021 FYSA Rule Amendments
Pursuant to Bylaw 13.2
August 18, 2020
Motion to readopt the 15-mile rule changes made by the Board of Directors on July 21st during the
BOD meeting and to adopt the ‘New Members Affiliation Policy’ submitted to the BOD from the
‘New Affiliation Committee’.
Chris Ellison motions to adopt, seconded by Mike Sroka. Motion is approved by voice vote.
Motion to adopt the suggested rule changes to the Risk Management policy submitted to the
Board of Directors as presented by Barry Whitlin, Thommy Thompson, and Joel Dragan
Chris Ellison motions to adopt, seconded by Alice Smith. Motion is approved by voice vote.

December 15, 2020
Motion to strike Florida Youth Soccer Association Rules 801.3 and 802.4.
Olaf Henke motions to strike, seconded by Daragh Cullen. Motion is approved by voice vote.

April 9, 2021
Motion to update the 2021/22 Florida Youth Soccer Association tryouts to occur no earlier than
May 1, 2021.
Terry Straub motions to adopt, seconded by Daragh Cullen. Motion is approved by voice vote.
Abstention: Olaf Henke & Russell Walker
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Proposed Budget for
2021/2022
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2021/2022 Proposed FYSA Budget
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Florida Youth
Soccer Association
Pre-AGM Report
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Florida Youth Soccer Association 2021 Credentials
Association Votes:
Number of Available Votes

5435

Simple Majority (50% +1)

2718

Two-Thirds (66%)

3588

Three-Quarters (75%)

4077

Region A Votes:

Region B Votes:

Number of Available Votes

1732

Number of Available Votes

1335

Simple Majority (50% +1)

867

Simple Majority (50% +1)

668

Two-Thirds (66%)

1144

Two-Thirds (66%)

882

Three-Quarters (75%)

1299

Three-Quarters (75%)

1002

Region C Votes:

Region D Votes:

Number of Available Votes

2103

Number of Available Votes

234

Simple Majority (50% +1)

1052

Simple Majority (50% +1)

118

Two-Thirds (66%)

1388

Two-Thirds (66%)

155

Three-Quarters (75%)

1578

Three-Quarters (75%)

176

Hall of Fame Votes:

BOD Votes:

Number of Available Votes

12

Number of Available Votes

19

Simple Majority (50% +1)

7

Simple Majority (50% +1)

11

Two-Thirds (66%)

8

Two-Thirds (66%)

13

Three-Quarters (75%)

9

Three-Quarters (75%)

14
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2020/2021 FYSA Affiliate Votes
As of 7/30/2021
All membership votes have been calculated pursuant to bylaw 8.3.1.
This list does not include proxy votes. Proxies will be updated on August 6, 2021, at 5:00 PM EST.
Affiliate
Code

Affiliate
Type

Affiliate Name

Players

Votes

Region

ANBBK

Club

ANBBK Boynton Beach Knights

317

21

Region A

ANBFC

Club

ANBFC Boynton United FC 20/21

70

4

Region A

ANBRY

Club

ANBRY Team Boca-SABR

1795

119

Region A

ANBTC

Club

ANBTC Brazilian Twisters

48

3

Region A

ANCBF

Club

ANCBF CBF School Boca Raton 20/21

105

7

Region A

ANCSU

Club

ANCSU Coral Springs United F.C.

274

18

Region A

ANDBS

Club

ANDBS AC Delray, Inc.

261

17

Region A

ANESA

Club

ANESA Elite Soccer Academy

89

5

Region A

ANHSS

Club

ANHSS Hobe Sound SC

135

9

Region A

ANISA

Club

ANISA International Soccer Association

219

14

Region A

ANIWS

Club

ANIWS Indiantown Warriors Soccer Club

103

6

Region A

ANJBY

Club

ANJBY Jensen Beach SC

0

0

Region A

ANJPA

Club

ANJPA J Petrov Academy 20/21

133

8

Region A

ANJUS

Club

ANJUS Jupiter United Soccer

969

64

Region A

ANLWS

Club

ANLWS Lake Worth Sharks

193

12

Region A

ANMSC

Club

ANMSC Mako Soccer Club

781

52

Region A

ANMUS

Club

ANMUS Martin United Soccer Club

850

56

Region A

ANMYS

Club

ANMYS Margate Youth Soccer Association

93

6

Region A

ANPBA

Club

ANPBA Palm Beach Soccer Academy

48

3

Region A

ANPBG

Club

ANPBG Palm Beach Gardens YSA

779

51

Region A

ANPBK

Club

ANPBK Palm Beach Kicks

610

40

Region A

ANPPS

Club

ANPPS Parkland Soccer Club

334

22

Region A

ANPSL

Club

ANPSL PSL Soccer Club/Hurricanes, Inc.

1041

69

Region A

ANQSA

Tournament

ANQSA United Soccer Academy

0

1

Region A

ANRPB

Club

ANRPB Royal Palm Beach Strikers

513

34

Region A

ANSFE

Club

ANSFE South Florida Elite FC

120

8

Region A

ANTCU

Club

ANTCU Treasure Coast United

184

12

Region A

ANUTD

Club

ANUTD Greater Boca YSA

772

51

Region A

ANWSC

Club

ANWSC Wellington SC

539

35

Region A

ANXPB

League

ANXPB Palm Beach Soccer League

0

1

Region A

ANXTC

League

ANXTC Treasure Coast Soccer League

0

1

Region A

ASAMA

Club

ASAMA Atletico de Madrid Academia Miami 20/21

0

0

Region A

ASBAM

Club

ASBAM Barca Academy Pro Miami 20/21

206

13

Region A

28

ASBST

Club

ASBST Brazilian Soccer Training

145

9

Region A

ASCCO

Club

ASCCO Cooper City Optimist

270

18

Region A

ASCES

Club

ASCES Coral Estates S.C.

697

46

Region A

ASCGS

Club

ASCGS Coral Gables Youth Center

0

0

Region A

ASCLY

Club

ASCLY City of Lauderhill Youth Soccer

137

9

Region A

ASCRS

Club

ASCRS Albion SC Miami

439

29

Region A

ASCSH

Club

ASCSH Cyclone Soccer Hollywood 20/21

11

1

Region A

ASCTC

Club

ASCTC CTC Bandits FC

639

42

Region A

ASDOC

Club

ASDOC Driftwood Youth Sports Inc

178

11

Region A

ASDPA

Club

ASDPA Davie Pal 20/21

0

0

Region A

ASDSC

Club

ASDSC Doral SC

356

23

Region A

ASDUS

Club

ASDUS Davie United SC

329

21

Region A

ASEFU

Club

ASEFU East Florida United 20/21

0

0

Region A

ASEGL

Club

ASEGL Plantation Eagles Football Club

907

60

Region A

ASFFI

Club

ASFFI Forge FC, Inc.

235

15

Region A

ASFLS

Club

ASFLS Fort Lauderdale Select FC

282

18

Region A

ASHBS

Club

ASHBS City of Hallandale Beach

102

6

Region A

ASHSC

Club

ASHSC PSG Academy FL

291

19

Region A

ASHYS

Club

ASHYS Hollywood Wildcats FC

608

40

Region A

ASIMC

Club

ASIMC Inter Miami CF 19/20

26

1

Region A

ASIVE

Club

ASIVE Ives Estate

158

10

Region A

ASJUV

Club

ASJUV Juventus Academy Miami 20/21

739

49

Region A

ASKBA

Club

ASKBA Key Biscayne SC

616

41

Region A

ASKDL

Club

ASKDL Southern Soccer Coalition

590

39

Region A

ASKHO

Club

ASKHO Kendall Hammocks Lightning

175

11

Region A

ASKSC

Club

ASKSC Florida Keys SC

0

0

Region A

ASLKS

Club

ASLKS Miami Lakes United Soccer Club

237

15

Region A

ASMBF

Club

ASMBF Miami Breakers FC 20/21

290

19

Region A

ASMBS

Club

ASMBS City of Miami Beach Soccer

222

14

Region A

ASMOC

Club

ASMOC Miramar Optimist

200

13

Region A

ASMPS

Club

ASMPS Miami Premier Soccer

46

3

Region A

ASMSF

Club

ASMSF Miami Strike Force

489

32

Region A

ASMSS

Club

ASMSS Miami Springs Soccer

137

9

Region A

ASMST

Club

ASMST Miami Stars Soccer

454

30

Region A

ASNMM

Club

ASNMM North Miami Maccabi

204

13

Region A

ASPPO

Club

ASPPO Pembroke Pines Optimist

284

18

Region A

ASPSC

Club

ASPSC Pinecrest Premier Soccer, Inc.

637

42

Region A

ASQGC

Tournament

ASQGC Group Connection LLC

0

1

Region A

ASQJO

Tournament

ASQJO Junior Orange Bowl Committee, Inc.

0

1

Region A

ASQMA

Tournament

ASQMA Miami Atletico Club, LLC

0

1

Region A

29

ASQOC

Tournament

ASQOC Orange Classic Soccer Club

0

1

Region A

ASQUS

Tournament

ASQUS US Soccer 5 LLC

0

1

Region A

ASRFC

Club

ASRFC Red Force FC Academy 20/21

0

0

Region A

ASS5A

Club

ASS5A Soccer 5 Academy 20/21

0

0

Region A

ASSBS

Club

ASSBS SunBlazer Club Soccer

55

3

Region A

ASSHA

Club

ASSHA Southern Homestead Soccer Academy 20/21

0

0

Region A

ASSHS

Club

ASSHS Miami Shores Soccer Club

409

27

Region A

ASSKS

Club

ASSKS South Kendall Sunblazer Soccer Club, Inc.

238

15

Region A

ASSMF

Club

ASSMF Strikers Miami FC 20/21

36

2

Region A

ASSPF

Club

ASSPF Soccer Paradise

69

4

Region A

ASSTS

Club

ASSTS Sunrise Youth Soccer

315

21

Region A

ASTRP

Club

ASTRP Tropical Soccer

345

23

Region A

ASUYS

Club

ASUYS South Dade United

377

25

Region A

ASWES

Club

ASWES Weston FC

813

54

Region A

ASWKO

Club

ASWKO West Kendall Optimist

0

0

Region A

ASWLF

Club

ASWLF West Lake FC 20/21

0

0

Region A

ASWPU

Club

ASWPU West Pines United FC

466

31

Region A

ASWSS

Club

ASWSS Weston Select Soccer Club-AYSO 20/21

406

27

Region A

ASXDY

League

ASXDY South Florida Youth Soccer

0

1

Region A

ASXFL

League

ASXFL Florida United Soccer Alliance

0

1

Region A

ASXFU

League

ASXFU South Florida United Youth Soccer Assoc

0

1

Region A

ASXGH

League

ASXGH Greater Hollywood Soccer League

0

1

Region A

ASXMC

League

ASXMC Club Champions League Florida

0

1

Region A

ASXMD

League

ASXMD Miami-Dade Soccer League

0

1

Region A

ASXTS

League

ASXTS Tri County Summer League

0

1

Region A

BNACS

Club

BNACS Ancient City SC

707

47

Region B

BNAIY

Club

BNAIY Amelia Island YSO

447

29

Region B

BNBSC

Club

BNBSC Belleview Soccer Club

133

8

Region B

BNBSL

Club

BNBSL Big Sun YSL

856

57

Region B

BNCCS

Club

BNCCS Clay County SC

1076

71

Region B

BNCSC

Club

BNCSC Callahan Soccer Club

48

3

Region B

BNCYS

Club

BNCYS Columbia YSA

16

1

Region B

BNDEL

Club

BNDEL Deltona YSC

129

8

Region B

BNFES

Club

BNFES Florida Elite Soccer Academy

276

18

Region B

BNGSA

Club

BNGSA Gainesville Soccer Alliance

916

61

Region B

BNJAG

Club

BNJAG Jaguar SC Of Jacksonville

0

0

Region B

BNJAY

Club

BNJAY Jacksonville FC

1294

86

Region B

BNKYS

Club

BNKYS Keystone Heights YSC

327

21

Region B

BNLSA

Club

BNLSA Leg-AZ Soccer

294

19

Region B

BNOBS

Club

BNOBS Ormond Beach SC

582

38

Region B

30

BNPDA

Club

BNPDA PDA Florida, Inc.

101

6

Region B

BNPOS

Club

BNPOS Port Orange SC

166

11

Region B

BNPSA

Club

BNPSA Prime Soccer Academy 20/21

0

0

Region B

BNPVA

Club

BNPVA Ponte Vedra SC

592

39

Region B

BNSFA

Club

BNSFA Stetson FA

500

33

Region B

BNSVC

Club

BNSVC Southeast Volusia SC

122

8

Region B

BNVIL

Club

BNVIL Villages Soccer Club

150

10

Region B

BNXNF

League

BNXNF North Florida Youth Soccer

0

1

Region B

BSACY

Club

BSACY Association of Christian Youth

0

0

Region B

BSBAO

Club

BSBAO Barca Academy Orlando 20/21

13

1

Region B

BSBAR

Club

BSBAR Barcelona Soccer Academy

90

6

Region B

BSBSA

Club

BSBSA Brevard SA

525

35

Region B

BSCBS

Club

BSCBS Central Brevard Soccer

345

23

Region B

BSCFC

Club

BSCFC Clermont Football Club

264

17

Region B

BSCFS

Club

BSCFS Florida Kraze Krush

486

32

Region B

BSCSC

Club

BSCSC Central Florida Soccer Club, Inc.20/21

0

0

Region B

BSEOF

Club

BSEOF East Orlando Knights Futbol

0

0

Region B

BSFCA

Club

BSFCA FC America

0

0

Region B

BSFCH

Club

BSFCH FC Highland 20/21

62

4

Region B

BSFLR

Club

BSFLR Florida Rush

1341

89

Region B

BSGGS

Club

BSGGS Golden Goal Sports Soccer Academy 20/21

666

44

Region B

BSHCS

Club

BSHCS Hunter's Creek SC

279

18

Region B

BSHSP

Club

BSHSP High Soccer Prospects

0

0

Region B

BSIND

Club

BSIND Indialantic Youth Soccer Association

595

39

Region B

BSIRS

Club

BSIRS Indian River Soccer Association

504

33

Region B

BSISA

Club

BSISA IdeaSport Soccer Academy

359

23

Region B

BSLCS

Club

BSLCS Lake County Soccer

673

44

Region B

BSLIA

Club

BSLIA Liverpool FC Int Academy Central Fl 20/21

112

7

Region B

BSMAI

Club

BSMAI Maitland Soccer Club

303

20

Region B

BSMAL

Club

BSMAL Malabar Soccer Club

84

5

Region B

BSNSA

Club

BSNSA Nona Soccer Academy

438

29

Region B

BSOCY

Club

BSOCY Orlando City Youth Soccer

569

37

Region B

BSOSS

Club

BSOSS Orlando Stars Soccer Academy

0

0

Region B

BSPSJ

Club

BSPSJ Port St. John SC

154

10

Region B

BSPYS

Club

BSPYS Poinciana Youth Soccer

51

3

Region B

BSQWD

Tournament

BSQWD Disney's Wide World of Sports

0

1

Region B

BSRAS

Club

BSRAS The Ronaldo Academy Soccer Club 20/21

122

8

Region B

BSSAB

Club

BSSAB Brevard Beachside Soccer Club, Inc.

610

40

Region B

BSSCS

Club

BSSCS Soccer Club of St Cloud

172

11

Region B

BSSCU

Club

BSSCU Space Coast United SC

801

53

Region B

31

BSSOS

Club

BSSOS South Orlando SC

843

56

Region B

BSSPA

Club

BSSPA SportsParadize Soccer Academy 20/21

201

13

Region B

BSSSA

Club

BSSSA Sebastian Soccer Club

22

1

Region B

BSTSC

Club

BSTSC Titusville Soccer Club

581

38

Region B

BSWPF

Club

BSWPF Winter Park FC 20/21

251

16

Region B

BSXBY

League

BSXBY Brevard Youth Soccer League

0

1

Region B

BSXGC

League

BSXGC Greater Central Florida Youth Soccer

0

1

Region B

BSXOL

League

BSXOL Greater Osceola United Youth Soccer League

0

1

Region B

BSXSL

League

BSXSL Seminole Soccer League

0

1

Region B

CNAYS

Club

CNAYS Auburndale Youth SC

611

40

Region C

CNBSA

Club

CNBSA HYL Brooksville United Soccer Association

101

6

Region C

CNCSC

Club

CNCSC Chargers Soccer Club

2452

163

Region C

CNCUS

Club

CNCUS Citrus United

405

27

Region C

CNDUN

Club

CNDUN Dunedin Stirling SC

252

16

Region C

CNEPY

Club

CNEPY East Pasco YSL

132

8

Region C

CNFCF

Club

CNFCF Four Corners Football Club

377

25

Region C

CNFCT

Club

CNFCT FC Tampa

1263

84

Region C

CNFHS

Club

CNFHS First Hernando YSC

607

40

Region C

CNFPF

Club

CNFPF Florida Premier FC

1696

113

Region C

CNFSC

Club

CNFSC Florida SC

181

12

Region C

CNHYS

Club

CNHYS Florida Coast Futbol Club

224

14

Region C

CNLFC

Club

CNLFC Lakeland Tropics Futbol Club

810

54

Region C

CNNCS

Club

CNNCS Nature Coast Soccer Club

269

17

Region C

CNNLY

Club

CNNLY North Lakeland Youth Soccer

646

43

Region C

CNOLS

Club

CNOLS Oldsmar SC

292

19

Region C

CNPCL

Club

CNPCL Plant City FC

244

16

Region C

CNPCT

Club

CNPCT Players Club of Tampa Bay

86

5

Region C

CNPRS

Club

CNPRS Bartow SC

216

14

Region C

CNRSA

Club

CNRSA Lake Wales SC

659

43

Region C

CNRYS

Club

CNRYS Rural YSA

163

10

Region C

CNTBU

Club

CNTBU Tampa Bay United

2372

158

Region C

CNTNC

Club

CNTNC Town N' Country

157

10

Region C

CNTSS

Club

CNTSS Tarpon Springs YSA

70

4

Region C

CNVSC

Club

CNVSC Tampa Dynamo FC

518

34

Region C

CNWCA

Club

CNWCA Sporting Tampa Bay FC

468

31

Region C

CNWCS

Club

CNWCS West Citrus Soccer Club

317

21

Region C

CNWHY

Club

CNWHY Winter Haven Youth Soccer

492

32

Region C

CNXED

League

CNXED EDP Soccer League

0

1

Region C

CNXPC

League

CNXPC Polk County Soccer League

0

1

Region C

CNXSY

League

CNXSY Sunshine Youth Soccer Association

0

1

Region C

32

CNXTA

League

CNXTA Tampa Area Rec Scheduling Assoc.

0

1

Region C

CNXUS

League

CNXUS United Soccer Association

0

1

Region C

CNXWC

League

CNXWC West Citrus Soccer League

0

1

Region C

CSASA

Club

CSASA IMG Soccer Academy

176

11

Region C

CSASS

Club

CSASS Azzurri Storm Soccer, Inc.

612

40

Region C

CSAZY

Club

CSAZY Pinellas County United SC

484

32

Region C

CSBRS

Club

CSBRS Braden River SC

1270

84

Region C

CSBSC

Club

CSBSC Fort Myers Beach Soccer

102

6

Region C

CSBSW

Club

CSBSW Bonita Springs Wildcats, Inc. 20/21

0

0

Region C

CSCCS

Club

CSCCS Cape Coral SA

1947

129

Region C

CSCFL

Club

CSCFL Florida Celtic

985

65

Region C

CSCSF

Club

CSCSF Charlotte County Soccer Federation

636

42

Region C

CSEYS

Club

CSEYS Englewood Youth Soccer Association

346

23

Region C

CSFHY

Club

CSFHY Florida Hawks Futbol Club

484

32

Region C

CSISP

Club

CSISP the Soccer Pit Youth Athletic Club

266

17

Region C

CSLAR

Club

CSLAR Largo United SC

220

14

Region C

CSLCS

Club

CSLCS Lee County Strikers

209

13

Region C

CSLHA

Club

CSLHA Lehigh YSA

245

16

Region C

CSMSL

Club

CSMSL Manasota Youth Soccer

373

24

Region C

CSMYS

Club

CSMYS Manatee Area YSA

358

23

Region C

CSNER

Club

CSNER St. Pete Raiders

792

52

Region C

CSNFM

Club

CSNFM Florida West F.C.

163

10

Region C

CSNPS

Club

CSNPS North Port Fusion FC

650

43

Region C

CSNYS

Club

CSNYS Florida West F.C. Naples Campus

159

10

Region C

CSOCM

Club

CSOCM Optimist Club of Marco Island

175

11

Region C

CSOCN

Club

CSOCN Optimist Club of Naples 20/21

453

30

Region C

CSPPY

Club

CSPPY Central Academy Youth Soccer Association

105

7

Region C

CSQBD

Tournament

CSQBD Blue Duck Brands 20/21

0

1

Region C

CSQIE

Tournament

CSQIE Iconz Experience 20/21

0

1

Region C

CSQKO

Tournament

CSQKO Kick Off Soccer

0

1

Region C

CSQPS

Tournament

CSQPS Premier Soccer Services 20/21

0

1

Region C

CSQSF

Tournament

CSQSF Sports Force Parks Naples

0

1

Region C

CSQSU

Tournament

CSQSU Soccer Skills Unlimited

0

1

Region C

CSSCP

Club

CSSCP San Carlos Park Scorpion SC

566

37

Region C

CSSFC

Club

CSSFC Strictly Soccer FC

211

14

Region C

CSSOY

Club

CSSOY Southside YSL

77

5

Region C

CSSPC

Club

CSSPC Springs Soccer Club 20/21

0

0

Region C

CSSRS

Club

CSSRS Heartland SC

0

0

Region C

CSSSC

Club

CSSSC Sarasota Spartans

157

10

Region C

CSSSS

Club

CSSSS Seminole Shooting Stars SA

133

8

Region C

33

CSSUS

Club

CSSUS FC Sarasota, Inc.

1137

75

Region C

CSSYA

Affiliate

CSSYA SYAA Seminole Santos

71

4

Region C

CSVYS

Club

CSVYS Venice Area YSA

218

14

Region C

CSWFF

Club

CSWFF West Florida Flames

1900

126

Region C

CSXCD

League

CSXCD Club Directors League

0

1

Region C

CSXGY

League

CSXGY Gulfcoast Youth Soccer Association

0

1

Region C

CSXLC

League

CSXLC Lee County Youth Soccer

0

1

Region C

CSXSW

League

CSXSW Southwest Florida Soccer Association

0

1

Region C

CSXYP

League

CSXYP Youth Player Development Series

0

1

Region C

DEBUS

Club

DEBUS Bay United SC

161

10

Region D

DEPSC

Club

DEPSC Perry Soccer Association

243

16

Region D

DETTH

Club

DETTH Tallahassee Tottenham Hotspur Futbol Club

640

42

Region D

DEWSL

Club

DEWSL Warner Soccer Club

801

53

Region D

DEXRD

League

DEXRD Region D Soccer League

0

1

Region D

DEXWS

League

DEXWS Warner Soccer League

0

1

Region D

DWBSC

Club

DWBSC Bayside Soccer Club, Inc

18

1

Region D

DWCFC

Club

DWCFC Chivas FC

89

5

Region D

DWDEC

Club

DWDEC FC Dallas Emerald Coast

83

5

Region D

DWDFC

Club

DWDFC Destin FC 20/21

0

0

Region D

DWNAV

Club

DWNAV Navarre Youth Sports Association

DWPUS

Club

DWPUS Gulf Coast Texans

DWQBS

Tournament

DWRAD

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

53

3

Region D

1104

73

Region D

DWQBS Bazooka Soccer Foundation Inc

0

1

Region D

Club

DWRAD Real Athletic Development FC

355

23

Region D

Board of
Directors
Board of
Directors
Board of
Directors
Board of
Directors
Board of
Directors
Board of
Directors
Board of
Directors
Board of
Directors
Board of
Directors

ALICE SMITH

0

1

N/A

CALRTON TALBOT

0

1

N/A

CHRISTOPHER ELLISON

0

1

N/A

DARAGH CULLEN

0

1

N/A

ED KINSEY

0

1

N/A

GREG ZAK

0

1

N/A

JOHN MACDONALD

0

1

N/A

JOHN WITHKNOWSKI

0

1

N/A

JUSTIN GOLDMAN

0

1

N/A
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N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Board of
Directors
Board of
Directors
Board of
Directors
Board of
Directors
Board of
Directors
Board of
Directors
Board of
Directors
Board of
Directors
Board of
Directors
Board of
Directors
FYSA Hall
of Fame
FYSA Hall
of Fame
FYSA Hall
of Fame
FYSA Hall
of Fame
FYSA Hall
of Fame
FYSA Hall
of Fame
FYSA Hall
of Fame
FYSA Hall
of Fame
FYSA Hall
of Fame
FYSA Hall
of Fame
FYSA Hall
of Fame
FYSA Past
President

KAI VELMER

0

1

N/A

MICHAEL FLOOD

0

1

N/A

MIKE CONNELL

0

1

N/A

MIKE GOODMAN

0

1

N/A

MIKE SROKA

0

1

N/A

MONCEF HADIJI

0

1

N/A

OLAF HENKE

0

1

N/A

RENE PIPPY

0

1

N/A

RUSSELL WALKER

0

1

N/A

TERRY STRAUB

0

1

N/A

Art Turpel

0

1

N/A

Barbra Newton

0

1

N/A

Hugh Wilcox

0

1

N/A

Lou Confessore

0

1

N/A

Mac Alarcon

0

1

N/A

Michael Ray

0

1

N/A

Myrna Foster

0

1

N/A

Ray Thompsett

0

1

N/A

Tommy Thompson

0

1

N/A

Virgil Stringfield

0

1

N/A

Wayne Martin

0

1

N/A

John Stacey

0

1

N/A
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Proposed FYSA
Bylaw Changes
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1.1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 INTRODUCTION

The FYSA, in keeping with its goals and objectives
to promote the development of a statewide
education and training program for our youth in
soccer, establishes the following Bylaws in
support of Articles of Incorporation mandate.

The FYSA Florida Youth Soccer
Association (FYSA, hereafter) is a
501(c)(3) non-profit organization,
incorporated under the laws of the
state of Florida. in keeping with its
goals and objectives to promote the
development of This organization’s
purpose is to develop and implement
a statewide youth soccer program
education and training program, for
our youth in soccer, establishes the
following Bylaws in support of Articles
of Incorporation mandate.

The Florida Youth Soccer
Association (FYSA, hereafter) is
a 501(c)(3) non-profit
organization, incorporated
under the laws of the State of
Florida. This organization’s
purpose is to develop and
implement a statewide youth
soccer program education and
training as well as provide
oversight, administration, and
assistance to its soccer
affiliates.

1.2 ASSOCIATION IDENTIFICATION AND
AFFILIATION
The FYSA is hereby identified as FYSA for
purposes of Correspondence and in the daily
conduct of its business.

1.3 PURPOSE
The purpose is to develop and implement a
statewide youth soccer program through
education and training, to provide administration
and to assist and provide oversight in the
development of clubs and leagues that have
affiliated with FYSA. The purpose for which the
Corporation is organized are exclusively religious,
charitable, literary, scientific and educational
within the 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code
of 1954 or the corresponding provision of any

as well as provide oversight,
administration, and assistance to its
soccer affiliates.

1.2 ASSOCIATION IDENTIFICATION
AND AFFILIATION
The FYSA is hereby identified as FYSA
for purposes of Correspondence and
in the daily conduct of its business.
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This change combines 1.1,
1.2, and 1.3 into the new
1.1
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& Revisions Committee

Recommendation of the
Committee:
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future Revenue Code of 1954 or the
corresponding provision of any future United
States Internal Revenue law. Notwithstanding any
provision hereinafter set forth, this organization
shall not carry on any other activities not
permitted to be carried on by an organization
exempt for Federal income tax pursuant to
501(c)(3) of the Revenue Code of 1954 or the
corresponding provisions

1.3 PURPOSE

1.4 COLORS

1.4 1.2 COLORS

The purpose is to develop and
implement a statewide youth soccer
program through education and
training, to provide administration and
to assist and provide oversight in the
development of clubs and leagues that
have affiliated with FYSA. The purpose
for which the Corporation is organized
are exclusively religious, charitable,
literary, scientific and educational
within the 501(c)(3) of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954 or the
corresponding provision of any future
Revenue Code of 1954 or the
corresponding provision of any future
United States Internal Revenue law.
Notwithstanding any provision
hereinafter set forth, this organization
shall not carry on any other activities
not permitted to be carried on by an
organization exempt for Federal
income tax pursuant to 501(c)(3) of
the Revenue Code of 1954 or the
corresponding provisions
1.2 COLORS
38

This change is to renumber
1.4 to 1.2 to correspond to

The colors of FYSA shall be red, white and blue
and they will be used in all official emblems or
other insignia used to promote or identify FYSA.

The colors of FYSA shall be red, white,
and blue and they will be used in all
official emblems or other insignia used
to promote or identify FYSA.

The colors of FYSA shall be red,
white, and blue, and they will
be used in all official emblems
or other insignia used to
promote or identify FYSA.

the proposed consolidation
for 1.1-1.3.

Submitted by: FYSA Rules
& Revisions Committee

Recommendation of the
Committee:
Decision of the
membership

1.5 MEMBERSHIP

1.5 1.3 Membership

1.3 MEMBERSHIP

In keeping with its purpose to provide overall
guidance and leadership for the advancement of
youth soccer, FYSA shall offer membership to
those clubs, leagues, and organizations interested
in the responsibility for the administration of
programs and services. Affiliates and Associate
membership and registration requirements shall
be enumerated within the Rules and Regulations
(“Rules”).

In keeping with its purpose to
provide overall guidance and
leadership for the advancement of
youth soccer, FYSA shall offer
membership to those clubs,
leagues, and organizations
interested in the responsibility for
the administration of programs
and services. Affiliates and
Associate membership and
registration requirements shall be
enumerated within the Rules and
Regulations (“Rules”).

In keeping with its purpose to
provide overall guidance and
leadership for the
advancement of youth soccer,
FYSA shall offer membership to
those clubs, leagues, and
organizations interested in the
responsibility for the
administration of programs
and services.
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This change is to renumber
1.5 to 1.3 to correspond to
the proposed consolidation
for 1.1-1.3. Wording has
updated to ensure
compliance with the US
Soccer Federation & US
Youth Soccer.

Submitted by: FYSA Rules
& Revisions Committee

Membership in FYSA, and its affiliate members,
shall be open to soccer players, coaches, trainers,
managers, administrators, and officials not
subject to suspension under USSF Bylaw 241,
Section 4 and to any amateur soccer organization
in FYSA’s territory. FYSA will not discriminate
against any individual on the basis of race, color,
religion, age, sex, or national origin.

By registration with or application for
membership with FYSA, any player, coach,
administrator, affiliate, associate affiliate, or
other category as may be so designated hereby
agrees to comply with all FYSA by- laws, rules and
policies as may now be in effect or may be
instituted in the future as well as the bylaws,
rules and policies of other organizations to which
FYSA may be affiliated both now or in the future.

Membership in FYSA, and its affiliate
members, shall be open to soccer
players, coaches, trainers, managers,
administrators, and officials not
subject to suspension. FYSA shall
follow the United States Youth Soccer
Association (USYS, hereafter)
membership rules, USYS Bylaw Article
IV Section 1. Any suspension
imposed by USYS or the United States
Soccer Federation (USSF, hereafter),
including but not limited to USSF
Bylaw 241, section 4, and to any
amateur soccer organization in FYSA’s
territory.will apply in full force to
membership in FYSA. FYSA will not
discriminate race, color, religion, age,
sex, or national origin in granting
membership.
By registration with or application
for membership with FYSA, any
player, coach, administrator,
affiliate, associate affiliate, or other
category as may be so designated
hereby agrees to comply with all
FYSA by- laws, rules and policies as
may now be in effect or may be
40

Membership in FYSA and its
affiliate members shall be open
to soccer players, coaches,
trainers, managers,
administrators, and officials
not subject to suspension.
FYSA shall follow the United
States Youth Soccer
Association (USYS, hereafter)
membership rules, USYS Bylaw
Article IV Section 1. Any
suspension imposed by USYS or
the United States Soccer
Federation (USSF, hereafter),
including but not limited to
USSF Bylaw 241, will apply in
full force to membership in
FYSA. FYSA will not
discriminate based on race,
color, religion, age, sex, or
national origin in granting
membership.

Any acceptance of membership
in FYSA is an agreement to
comply with all FYSA bylaws,
rules and policies that may

Recommendation of the
Committee:
Decision of the
membership

instituted in the future as well as the
bylaws, rules and policies of other
organizations to which FYSA may be
affiliated both now or in the future.
Any acceptance of membership in
FYSA is an agreement to comply with
all FYSA bylaws, rules and policies
that may now be in effect or may be
instituted in the future.

now be in effect or may be
instituted in the future

1.3.1 MEMBERSHIP CATEGORIES

1.3.1 MEMBERSHIP
CATEGORIES

FYSA shall have the following
membership categories:

A. Affiliate. Affiliates are
members organizations of
FYSA who are domiciled and
operating within the legal
boundaries of the State of
Florida. Only soccer clubs, or
associations, that directly
register players and coaches,
form teams, and coordinates
competition between teams
are eligible. A full affiliate
41

FYSA shall have the following
membership categories:

A. Affiliate: Affiliates are
member organizations of
FYSA who are domiciled
and operating within the
legal boundaries of the
State of Florida. Only
soccer clubs or
associations that directly
register players and
coaches, form teams, and
coordinate competition

Membership categories are
being added to the bylaws
and will be removed from
the rules in conjunction
with the adoption of this
bylaw.

Submitted by: FYSA Rules
& Revisions Committee

Recommendation of the
Committee:
Decision of the
membership

shall by defined as either a
recreational affiliate or a full
affiliate. A recreational
affiliate may NOT register
competitive players or
develop a competitive
program.

B. Associate. To qualify for
associate membership, an
organization shall be formed
to advance a particular aspect
of soccer to develop or
implement programs, or
both, but are not responsible
for recruiting, training,
fielding, and registering of
players and coaches.
Associate affiliate shall be
define as either a league
whose sole purpose is to
facilitate inter affiliate
competitions or a tournament
hosting organization.
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between teams are
eligible. A full affiliate shall
by defined as either a
recreational affiliate or a
full affiliate. A recreational
affiliate may NOT register
competitive players or
develop a competitive
program.

B. Associate: To qualify for
associate membership, an
organization shall be
formed to advance a
particular aspect of soccer
to develop or implement
programs, or both, but are
not responsible for
recruiting, training,
fielding, and registering of
players and coaches.
Associate affiliates shall be
defined as either a league
whose sole purpose is to
facilitate inter-affiliate
competitions or a

C. Individual Members. An
individual member of FYSA is:
1. An elected officer or
member of the board of
directors;
2. A member of the FYSA Hall
of Fame;
3. A Past President of FYSA;
4. An individual who occupies
an unpaid administrative
position within FYSA; or
5. A committee member of
FYSA

Affiliate and Associate Affiliate
membership and registration
requirements shall be enumerated
within the rules.

tournament hosting
organization.

C. Individual Member: An
individual member of FYSA
is:
1. An elected officer or
member of the board of
directors,
2. A member of the FYSA
Hall of Fame,
3. A Past President of
FYSA,
4. An individual who
occupies an unpaid
administrative position
within FYSA, or
5. A committee member
of FYSA.

Affiliate and Associate Affiliate
membership and registration
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requirements shall be
enumerated within the rules.

1.5.1 PROHIBITION ON TRANSFERRING
MEMBERSHIP
Membership in FYSA is not transferable.
Membership terminates when FYSA dissolves, the
affiliated member dissolves or the individual or
sustaining member dies or dissolves.

1.5.1 1.3.2 PROHIBITION ON
TRANSFERRING MEMBERSHIP

1.3.2 PROHIBITION ON
TRANSFERRING MEMBERSHIP

Membership in FYSA is not
transferable. Membership terminates
when FYSA dissolves, the affiliated
member dissolves or the individual or
sustaining member dies or dissolves.

Membership in FYSA is not
transferable. Membership
terminates when FYSA
dissolves, the affiliated
member dissolves or the
individual or sustaining
member dies or dissolves.

Renumbered from 1.5.1 to
1.3.2

Submitted by: FYSA Rules
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membership
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1.6 ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES
The official offices of FYSA shall be located
in Central Florida as designated by the BOD.
The official records of FYSA shall be
maintained at the State office of FYSA.

1.6 1.4 ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES
The official offices of FYSA shall
be located in Central Florida as
designated by the BOD. The
official records of FYSA shall be
maintained at the State office of
FYSA.

1.4 ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES
The official offices of FYSA shall
be located in Central Florida as
designated by the BOD. The
official records of FYSA shall be
maintained at the State office of
FYSA.

Renumbered from 1.6
to 1.4 to correspond
with proposed
combining of 1.1, 1.2,
and 1.3 into the new 1.1
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Committee
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the Committee:
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1.7 NATIONAL AFFILIATION
FYSA shall be an affiliate of and comply with
the authority, Rules and guidelines of the
USSF and its Youth Division. This affiliation is
predicated upon shared goals and
objectives leading to the advancement of
youth soccer in all its forms throughout the
United States.

1.7 1.5 NATIONAL AFFILIATION
FYSA shall be is an affiliate of
and comply with the authority,
Rules and guidelines of the USSF
and its Youth Division USYS. This
affiliation is predicated upon
based on the shared goals and
objectives leading to the
45

1.5 NATIONAL AFFILIATION
FYSA is an affiliate of USSF and USYS.
This affiliation is based on the shared
goal of promoting youth soccer in the
United States. The bylaws, rules,
decisions, and policies of USSF and
USYS supersede the governing
documents and decisions of FYSA.
FYSA and its members will comply

Renumbered and
combined 1.7, 1.7.1 and
1.7.2 into the new 1.5
to correspond with
proposed combining of
1.1, 1.2, and 1.3 into the
new 1.1

1.7.1 The Federation’s articles of
incorporation, bylaws, policies, and
requirements shall take precedence over
and supersede the governing documents
and decisions of FYSA and its members to
the extent applicable under Florida law.
FYSA and its members will abide by those
articles, bylaws, policies, and requirements.
FYSA will allow the Federation to review the
documents and procedures of FYSA, upon
request of the Federation, not less than
once every four (4) years to determine
FYSA’s compliance with Federation Bylaws.
1.1.1

1.7.2 FYSA will not join any organization
that has requirements that conflict with the
Federation’s articles, bylaws, policies, and
requirements.

advancement of youth soccer in
all its forms throughout goal of
promoting youth soccer in the
United States.
1.7.1 The Federation’s articles of
incorporation, bylaws, policies,
and requirements shall take
precedence over and rules,
decisions, and polices of USSF
and USYS supersede the
governing documents and
decisions of FYSA and its
members to the extent
applicable under Florida law.
FYSA and its members will abide
by those articles comply with
the bylaws, policies, and
requirements rules, decisions,
and policies of USSF and USYS.
FYSA will allow the Federation to
review the documents and
procedures of FYSA, upon
request of the Federation, not
less than once every four (4)
years to determine FYSA’s
compliance with Federation
Bylaws.

1.1.2

1.7.2 FYSA will not join any
organization that has
requirements that conflict with
the Federation’s articles, bylaws,
46

with the bylaws, rules, decisions, and
policies of USSF and USYS.
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policies, and requirements.

1.7.3 FYSA shall register all of its players,
coaches, teams, and administrators with the
Federation at least once each year and pay all
dues and fees to the Federation in a timely
manner.

1.7.3 1.5.1 NATIONAL
REGISTRATION
FYSA shall register all of its players,
coaches, teams, and administrators
with the Federation USSF at least
once each year and pay all dues and
fees to the Federation USSF in a
timely manner.

1.5.1 NATIONAL REGISTRATION
FYSA shall register all of its players,
coaches, teams, and administrators
with USSF at least once each year
and pay all dues and fees to USSF in a
timely manner.

Titled the Bylaw National Registration
and renumbered from
1.7.3 to 1.5.1
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1.

1.8 Rules of play, except as modified
herein and in the Rules and Regulations
section, shall be FIFA "Laws of the Game".
Competition sanctioned by FYSA shall be
in compliance with mandated rules from
US Youth Soccer for any youth age group.
Any recommended rules of play from US
Youth Soccer would require the majority
approval of FYSA affiliates and needs to be
initiated by the FYSA Director of Coaching
with the proper continuing educational

1.8 1.6 RULES OF PLAY

1.6 RULES OF PLAY

The rules of play, except as modified
herein and in the Rules and
Regulations section, shall be the
FIFA Fédération Internationale de
Football Association (FIFA,
hereafter) “Laws of the Game,”
except as specifically modified in
the FYSA Rules. FYSA competition
sanctioned by FYSA shall be in
compliance with comply with all

The rules of play shall be the
Fédération Internationale de Football
Association (FIFA, hereafter) “Laws of
the Game,” except as specifically
modified in the FYSA Rules. FYSA
competitions shall comply with all
rules mandated by USYS and
USSF. Recommended rules of play
from USYS and USSF shall be adopted
in the FYSA rules by majority votes of
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Titled the bylaw – Rules
of Play renumbered
from 1.8 to 1.6 and
reduced some wording.

The wording in green is
moving to Rule 211.1

process of the affiliates. Changes of the
rules of play would go into effect for the
next seasonal year or on a schedule.
Players under 12 years of age will play
soccer in accordance with the rules of US
Youth Soccer's Development Player
Program - Modified Playing Rules for
Under 12, Under 10, Under 8 and Under 6
unless these recommendations are
formally adopted and agreed to by a
majority of the affiliates at an AGM.

rules mandated rules from US Youth
Soccer for any youth age group. by
USYS and USSF. Any Recommended
rules of play from US Youth Soccer
USYS and USSF would require the
shall be adopted in the FYSA rules
by majority approval votes of FYSA
affiliates and needs to be initiated
by the FYSA Director of Coaching
with the proper continuing
educational process of the affiliates.
Any changes of in the rules of play
would go into take effect for in the
next seasonal year or on a schedule.

affiliates. Any changes in the rules
of play take effect in the next
seasonal year.

Submitted by: FYSA
Rules & Revisions
Committee
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Players under 12 years of age
will play soccer in accordance
with the rules of US Youth
Soccer's Development Player
Program - Modified Playing
Rules for Under 12, Under 10,
Under 8 and Under 6 unless
these recommendations are
formally adopted and agreed
to by a majority of the
affiliates at an AGM.
1.8.1 AGE GROUP FORMATS
For all competition sanctioned by FYSA:

1.8.1 AGE GROUP FORMATS
For all competition sanctioned by
FYSA:

A. AGE GROUPS
48

This section is being
moved to Rule 211.1

• 8U and below – no more than 4 v 4 with
no goalkeeper.
•

9U & 10U – 7 v 7 including a goalkeeper.

•

11U & 12U -- 9 v 9 including a goalkeeper

• 13U and above -- 11 v 11 including a
goalkeeper.
B. PLAYING FORMATS
• Playing formats: A festival format shall be
used for players U8 and below.
• A festival format is recommended for
players for U10 players.
• Follow US Youth Soccer requirements for
field size, ball size, etc.

A. AGE GROUPS
• 8U and below – no more than
4 v 4 with no goalkeeper.
• 9U & 10U – 7 v 7 including a
goalkeeper.
• 11U & 12U -- 9 v 9 including a
goalkeeper
• 13U and above -- 11 v 11
including a goalkeeper.

Submitted by: FYSA
Rules & Revisions
Committee
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the Committee:
Decision of the
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B. PLAYING FORMATS
• Playing formats: A festival
format shall be used for players U8
and below.
• A festival format is
recommended for players for U10
players.

2.

• Follow US Youth Soccer
requirements for field size, ball
size, etc.

1.9 FYSA and its members will abide by the
Federation’s articles, bylaws, policies,
and requirements on interplay.

1.9 FYSA and its members will
abide by the Federation’s
articles, bylaws, policies, and
requirements on interplay.
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Removal due to
redundancy with bylaw
1.8
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1.10 PLAYER/COACH/VOLUNTEER DATA
Player, coach and volunteer data are the
property of FYSA. The sole purpose of this
information is to assist FYSA in
accomplishing its goals and objectives
leading to the advancement of youth
soccer and is not for personal gain.
FYSA shall adopt and administer policies
prohibiting sexual and physical abuse that
meet certain minimum criteria established
by the Federation (subject to any contrary
requirements contained in Florida local law
applicable to FYSA).

1.10 1.7 PLAYER/ COACH/
VOLUNTEER DATA
Player, coach and volunteer data are
the property of FYSA. The sole
purpose of this information is to
assist FYSA in accomplishing its goals
and objectives leading to the
advancement of youth soccer and is
not for personal gain.
FYSA shall adopt and administer
policies prohibiting sexual and
physical abuse that meet certain
minimum criteria established by
the Federation (subject to any
contrary requirements contained
in Florida local law applicable to
FYSA)

1.7
PLAYER/COACH/VOLUNTEER
DATA
Player, coach and volunteer data are
the property of FYSA. The sole
purpose of this information is to
assist FYSA in accomplishing its goals
and objectives leading to the
advancement of youth soccer and is
not for personal gain.

Renumbered from 1.10
to 1.7 and reduced
paragraph – Risk
Management and
Safesport requirements
are in USYS and USSF
bylaws and policies
therefore no need to list
here.

Submitted by: FYSA
Rules & Revisions
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10. SPECIAL PROVISIONS AND AUTHORITY
The BOD, has the authority to establish the
necessary programs and services to
provide for the purposes of this
organization. Specific programs and
services shall be enumerated within the
rules They shall include, but not be limited
to:
1. Accidental Medical
and Liability Insurance
2. Registration Procedures
3. Travel Authorization and Procedures
4. Age Grouping for Competition
5. Coaching and Player Development
6. Olympic Development Programs

10.1 RESERVATION OF AUTHORITY
The authority to revise, delete or expand the
Rules is within the responsibility of the BOD as
referred and recommended by the Rules and
Revisions Committee and requiring ratification
by the BOD. At no time may the Bylaws be

10. SPECIAL PROVISIONS
AND AUTHORITY
The BOD, has the authority to
may establish the necessary
programs and services to provide
for the purposes of this
organization. Specific Such
programs and services shall be
enumerated within the rules They
and shall include, but not be
limited to:
1. Accidental Medical
and Liability Insurance
2. Registration Procedures
3. Travel
Authorization and Procedures
4. Age Grouping for Competition
5. Coaching and
Player Development
6. Olympic Development
Programs
7. Risk Management Program
NO CHANGES
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10. SPECIAL PROVISIONS
AND AUTHORITY
The BOD may establish the necessary
programs and services to provide for
the purposes of this organization. Such
programs and services shall be
enumerated within the rules and shall
include, but not be limited to:
1. Accidental Medical
and Liability Insurance
2. Registration Procedures
3. Travel Authorization and Procedures
4. Age Grouping for Competition
5. Coaching and Player Development
6. Olympic Development Programs
7. Risk Management Program

10.1 RESERVATION OF AUTHORITY
The authority to revise, delete or expand
the rules is within the responsibility of the
BOD as referred and recommended by the
Rules and Revisions Committee and
requiring ratification by the BOD. At no

Added clarity and
Risk Management

Submitted by:
FYSA Rules &
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Committee

Recommendation
of the Committee:
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No changes

suspended, revised, deleted or expanded
unless necessary to comply with USSF or USYS
Bylaw/Rule changes. For amending Bylaws,
see Bylaw 13.1.

time may the bylaws be suspended,
revised, deleted or expanded unless
necessary to comply with USSF or USYS
bylaw/rule changes. For amending bylaws,
see Bylaw 13.1.

11.1 AUTHORITY
The BOD, in keeping with the Rules and
Regulations of USSF, US Youth Soccer and
FYSA, has the responsibility of
establishing such rules as deemed
necessary to assure that all members,
affiliates, teams, clubs and leagues shall
have access to a process of Protest and
Appeal concerning actions determined to
be contrary to the Rules of USSF, US
Youth Soccer and FYSA.

11.1 AUTHORITY
The BOD, in keeping with the
Rules and Regulations of USSF, US
Youth Soccer and FYSA, has the
responsibility of establishing such
rules as deemed necessary to
assure that all members of FYSA
affiliates, teams, clubs and
leagues shall have access to a
process of Protest and Appeal
concerning actions determined to
be contrary to the Rules of USSF,
US Youth Soccer and FYSA.

11.1 AUTHORITY
The BOD, in keeping with the Rules
and Regulations of USSF, USYS and
FYSA, has the responsibility of
establishing such rules as deemed
necessary to ensure that all
members of FYSA shall have access
to a process of protest and appeal
concerning actions determined to
be contrary to the rules of USSF,
USYS and FYSA.

11.2 INTENT
The intent of this policy is to insure that
any athlete, coach, trainer, manager,
administrator, or official affiliated with
FYSA shall have the opportunity to
protest actions and appeal decisions
affecting their status or ability to
participate and compete in soccer.
Further, it is the intent of FYSA to insure

11.2 INTENT
The intent of this policy is to insure
ensure that any athlete, coach, trainer,
manager, administrator, or official
affiliated with FYSA shall have the
opportunity to protest actions and appeal
decisions affecting their status or ability
to participate and compete in soccer.
Further, it is the intent of FYSA to insure

11.2 INTENT
The intent of this policy is to
ensure that any athlete, coach,
trainer, manager, administrator, or
official affiliated with FYSA shall
have the opportunity to protest
actions and appeal decisions
affecting their status or ability to
participate and compete in soccer.
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Added clarity
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Correcting
grammar

Submitted by: FYSA
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Committee

that any person affiliated with FYSA shall
have a hearing prior to any decision
affecting their status or ability to
participate or compete in soccer. FYSA
shall not institute any policy or rule which
would preclude any member from
appealing any decision relating to their
right to participate and compete in
activities sponsored by the Federation to
the Federation’s Appeals Committee that
shall have jurisdiction to approve, modify
or reverse a decision. Red Card offenses
with minimum disciplines and referee
judgment calls shall not be cause for
protest and/or appeal.

12. AUTHORITY FOR PUBLICATION OF
INFORMATION FOR THE
ADVANCEMENT OF SOCCER

ensure that any person affiliated with
FYSA shall have a hearing prior to any
decision affecting their status or ability to
participate or compete in soccer. FYSA
shall not institute any policy or rule which
would preclude any member from
appealing any decision relating to their
right to participate and compete in
activities sponsored by the Federation to
the Federation’s Appeals Committee that
shall have jurisdiction to approve, modify
or reverse a decision. Red Card offenses
with minimum disciplines and referee
judgment calls shall not be cause for
protest and/or appeal.

12. AUTHORITY FOR PUBLICATION OF
INFORMATION FOR THE
ADVANCEMENT OF SOCCER
FYSA PUBLICATIONS

12.1 AUTHORITY
By direction of the BOD, FYSA shall
establish systems for the publication of
educational and informational material

FYSA shall publish educational,
informational, guidance, and oversight
materials for the advancement of
soccer within the state. The BOD shall
54

Further, it is the intent of FYSA to
ensure that any person affiliated
with FYSA shall have a hearing
prior to any decision affecting
their status or ability to participate
or compete in soccer. FYSA shall
not institute any policy or rule that
would preclude any member from
appealing any decision relating to
their right to participate and
compete in activities sponsored by
USSF to the USSF Appeals
Committee that shall have
jurisdiction to approve, modify or
reverse a decision. Red card
offenses with minimum disciplines
and referee judgment calls shall
not be cause for protest and/or
appeal.

12. FYSA PUBLICATIONS
FYSA shall publish educational,
informational, guidance, and oversight
materials for the advancement of soccer
within the state. The BOD shall establish a
publishing budget and retains authority
overall all publications. The VP of
Administration and Communication shall

Recommendation
of the Committee:
Decision of the
membership

Retitled and
combined 12.1 and
12.2 into 12

Submitted by: FYSA
Rules & Revisions
Committee

deemed necessary for the advancement
of soccer, guidance and oversight of
materials, publications and editorial
policy in keeping with the goals and
objectives of FYSA. FYSA may publish a
regular periodical or magazine on
subjects pertaining to FYSA, Affiliates,
general education, training and
information.

12.2 BUDGET AND FEES
The Board shall establish a budget and
retain authority for such publications,
their content and distribution. The VP of
Administration and Communication with
the approval of the BOD shall establish
advertising fees and other fees
necessary to cost effective operation
and management of such publications.

establish a publishing budget and
retains authority overall all
publications. The VP of Administration
and Communication shall oversee the
management of such publications, as
necessary.

12.1 AUTHORITY
By direction of the BOD, FYSA shall
establish systems for the publication of
educational and informational material
deemed necessary for the advancement
of soccer, guidance and oversight of
materials, publications and editorial
policy in keeping with the goals and
objectives of FYSA. FYSA may publish a
regular periodical or magazine on
subjects pertaining to FYSA, Affiliates,
general education, training and
information.

12.2 BUDGET AND FEES
The Board shall establish a budget and
retain authority for such publications,
their content and distribution. The VP of
Administration and Communication with
the approval of the BOD shall establish
advertising fees and other fees
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oversee the management of such
publications, as necessary.

Recommendation
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necessary to cost effective operation
and management of such publications.

13.1

BYLAWS

May be amended annually at the AGM by
a two-thirds (2/3)-majority vote of the
members present, including proxies and
verified by the Credentials Committee.

13.1 BYLAWS

13.1 BYLAWS

Added for clarity

Bylaws may be amended annually at
the AGM by a two-thirds (2/3)majority vote of the members
present, including proxies, and
verified by the Credentials
Committee. See rules section on
Submission of Amendments.

Bylaws may be amended annually at the AGM
by a two-thirds (2/3)-majority vote of the
members present, including proxies, and
verified by the FYSA Credentials Committee.
See rules section on Submission of
Amendments.

Submitted by: FYSA
Rules & Revisions
Committee

Recommendation
of the Committee:
Decision of the
membership

13.2

RULES AND REGULATIONS

The FYSA Rules may be amended annually
at the AGM by a majority vote of the
members present as verified by the
Credentials Committee. Also, the FYSA
Rules may be amended during any regular
or special meeting of the BOD, and then
ratified by the membership at the AGM,
and on an emergency basis by the BOD.

13.2 RULES AND REGULATIONS

13.2 RULES AND REGULATIONS

The FYSA Rules may be amended
annually at the AGM by a majority
vote of the members present as
verified by the Credentials
Committee. Also, the FYSA Rules may
be amended during any regular or
special meeting of the BOD, and then
ratified by the membership at the
AGM, and on an emergency basis by

The FYSA rules may be amended annually at
the AGM by a majority vote of the members
present as verified by the FYSA Credentials
Committee. Also, the FYSA rules may be
amended during any regular or special
meeting of the BOD and then ratified by the
membership at the AGM and on an
emergency basis by the BOD. See rules
section on Submission of Amendments.
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Added for clarity

Submitted by: FYSA
Rules & Revisions
Committee

Recommendation
of the Committee:

the BOD. See rules section on
Submission of Amendments.

Decision of the
membership

14. FEES AND FINES

14. FEES AND FINES

14. FEES AND FINES

This Association shall have the authority to
establish necessary fees in order to
properly finance its programs and conduct
business. Fees shall be established by the
BOD but may not be implemented without
the approval of the membership at the
AGM. Fines may be established by the
BOD as deemed necessary.

This Association FYSA shall have the
authority to establish necessary fees
in order to properly finance its
programs and conduct business. Fees
shall be established by the BOD but
may not be implemented without
the approval of the membership at
the AGM. Fines may be established
by the BOD as deemed necessary.

FYSA shall have the authority to establish
necessary fees in order to properly finance its
programs and conduct business. Fees shall be
established by the BOD but may not be
implemented without the approval of the
membership at the AGM. Fines may be
established by the BOD as deemed necessary.

Added for clarity

Submitted by: FYSA
Rules & Revisions
Committee

Recommendation
of the Committee:
Decision of the
membership

15. VIOLATIONS OF BYLAWS/RULES AND
REGULATIONS

NO CHANGES

15. VIOLATIONS OF BYLAWS AND RULES
All bylaws and rules as published in this text,
regardless of how sectioned, formatted or
titled shall be considered the rules of this
organization and shall be binding on all
Officers, Board Members, Affiliate members
and anyone involved with the affiliate
organization. A plea of ignorance to these
rules and the requirements herein is not
sufficient excuse to avoid fees, fines and/or
discipline. Violators shall expect immediate
and appropriate action in such cases as cited
by the BOD.

All Bylaws and Rules as published in this
text, regardless of how sectioned,
formatted or titled shall be considered the
Rules of this organization and shall be
binding on all Officers, Board Members
Affiliate members and anyone involved
with the affiliate organization. A plea of
ignorance to these Rules and the
requirements herein is not sufficient
excuse to avoid fees, fines and/or
discipline. Violators shall expect
immediate and appropriate action in such
cases as cited by the Association's BOD.
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No changes

16. FISCAL/SEASONAL YEAR

16. FISCAL/SEASONAL YEAR

NO CHANGES

The fiscal and seasonal years are concurrent.
The fiscal year is September 1 through August
31, as is the seasonal year.

The fiscal and seasonal years are concurrent.
The fiscal year is September 1 through
August 31, as is the seasonal year.

17. REGIONAL ROTATION OF FYSA
FUNCTIONS

17. REGIONAL ROTATION OF
FYSA FUNCTIONS

17.1 STATE CUP AND PRESIDENT’S CUP
FYSA’s State Cup, President’s Cup and
Commissioner’s Cup championships will be
held at the Lake Myrtle Complex in
Auburndale, Florida.

FYSA EVENTS

17.2 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
FYSA’s AGM shall be located in the Central
Florida area within sixty (60) miles of FYSA’s
State Office.
A. The regional rotation will continue in
that a region shall be designated as host.
B. The designated hosting Region’s VP shall
name that year’s “friends of soccer” and
the reasonable costs for their presence at
the AGM shall be paid out of FYSA’s AGM
Budget.

No changes

FYSA Cup championships will be
held at the Lake Myrtle Complex
in Auburndale, Florida. FYSA’s
AGM shall be located in the
Central Florida area within sixty
(60) miles of FYSA’s State Office.

17. FYSA EVENTS
FYSA cup championships will be held at the
Lake Myrtle Complex in Auburndale, Florida.
FYSA’s AGM shall be located in the Central
Florida area within sixty (60) miles of FYSA’s
State Office.

Retitled and
combined 17.1 and
17.2 to 17

Submitted by: FYSA
Rules & Revisions
Committee

Recommendation of
the Committee:
17.1 STATE CUP AND
PRESIDENT’S CUP

Decision of the
membership

FYSA’s State Cup, President’s Cup
and Commissioner’s Cup
championships will be held at the
Lake Myrtle Complex in
Auburndale, Florida.
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17.2 ANNUAL GENERAL
MEETING
FYSA’s AGM shall be located in
the Central Florida area within
sixty (60) miles of FYSA’s State
Office.
A.
The regional rotation will
continue in that a region shall be
designated as host.
B.
The designated hosting
Region’s VP shall name that
year’s “friends of soccer” and the
reasonable costs for their
presence at the AGM shall be
paid out of FYSA’s AGM Budget.
18. TIME PERIODS

NO CHANGES

18. TIME PERIODS

Time periods covered in this text are in
calendar days unless explicitly mentioned as
business days.

19. PROVISIONS NOT COVERED

No changes

Time periods covered in this text are in
calendar days unless explicitly mentioned as
business days.

NO CHANGES

19. PROVISIONS NOT COVERED

Where provisions are not covered by this text,
the policies and procedures of USSF and US
Youth Soccer, shall apply. The BOD shall have

Where provisions are not covered by this
text, the policies and procedures of USSF and
USYS shall apply. The BOD shall have the
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No changes

the authority to act in matters not covered
within the Bylaws or Rules on an emergency
basis in order to maintain the purpose and
objectives of this organization.

authority to act in matters not covered
within the bylaws or rules on an emergency
basis in order to maintain the purpose and
objectives of this organization.
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101.9 Organizations may apply to
FYSA for affiliation as either an
affiliate or an associate affiliate.
1. An Affiliate is defined as an
organization that may register
players and coaches with FYSA. A full
affiliate shall by defined as either a
recreational affiliate or a full affiliate.
i. A recreational affiliate may NOT
register players as competitive nor
may they develop a competitive
program without an affiliation
request as outlined under FYSA Rule
102.2 and the approval of FYSA
Board of Directors by application as a
full affiliate.
a. i. A Full affiliate shall be restricted
to a limited location(s) and field(s)
which shall be defined in the
application to FYSA. Any change in
this geographical area must be
approved by FYSA’s Board of
Directors. A Full affiliate may also
sanction recreational play.

101.9 Organizations may apply to FYSA
for affiliation as either an affiliate or an
associate affiliate as defined in bylaw
1.3.1.
1. An Affiliate is defined as an
organization that may register players
and coaches with FYSA. A full affiliate
shall by defined as either a recreational
affiliate or a full affiliate.
i. A recreational affiliate may NOT
register players as competitive nor may
they develop a competitive program
without an affiliation request as
outlined under FYSA Rule 102.2 and the
approval of FYSA Board of Directors by
application as a full affiliate.
1. a. i. A Full A full affiliate shall be
restricted to a limited location(s) and
field(s) which that shall be defined in
the application to FYSA. Any change to
the location(s) and field(s) in this
geographical area must be approved by
FYSA’s BOD Board of Directors. A Full
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101.9 Organizations may apply to FYSA for
affiliation as either an affiliate or an
associate affiliate as defined in bylaw 1.3.1.
1. A full affiliate shall be restricted to a
limited location(s) and field(s) that shall be
defined in the application to FYSA. Any
change to the location(s) and field(s) must
be approved by FYSA’s BOD. A full affiliate
may also sanction recreational play and
tournaments within the scope of their
affiliation.
2. A league shall define its scope and
purpose in its original affiliation
application. Any variation of this must be
approved by FYSA’s BOD. Leagues may not
conduct invitational tournaments outside
the scope of their affiliation approval.
3. A tournament hosting organization may
sanction tournaments if approved by the
BOD as outlined and defined in the
application for affiliation. Any variance
from this application must be approved by
FYSA’s BOD.

Membership categories
were moved to Bylaws as
Bylaw 1.3.1 and rule
101.9 was updated to
reflect this change.

Submitted by: FYSA
Rules & Revisions
Committee

Recommendation of the
Committee:
Decision of the
membership

ii. A Full Affiliate may sanction
tournaments within the scope of
their affiliation.
2. Associate Affiliates shall be
defined as follows.
a. Leagues which facilitate inter
affiliate competitions. By application
a league shall define its scope and
program. Leagues may be affiliated
for a limited purpose and scope. Any
variation of this must be approved by
FYSA’s BOD. Leagues may not
conduct invitational tournaments
outside the scope of their approval.
b. Tournament only associate
Affiliates may sanction tournaments
if approved by the BOD as such as
outlined and defined in the
application for affiliation. Any
variance from this application must
be approved by FYSA’s BOD.
c. No Associate Affiliate may register
any player and or coach.

affiliate may also sanction recreational
play and
ii. A Full Affiliate may sanction
tournaments within the scope of their
affiliation.
2. Associate Affiliates shall be defined as
follows.
a. A Leagues which facilitate inter
affiliate competitions. By application A
league shall define its scope, and
program and. Leagues may be affiliated
for a limited purpose and scope in its
original affiliation application. Any
variation of this must be approved by
FYSA’s BOD. Leagues may not conduct
invitational tournaments outside the
scope of their affiliation approval.
3. b. A tournament hosting
organization only associate Affiliates
may sanction tournaments if approved
by the BOD as such as outlined and
defined in the application for affiliation.
Any variance from this application must
be approved by FYSA’s BOD.
4. c. No Associate Affiliate league or
tournament hosting organization may
register any player and/or coach.
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4. No league or tournament hosting
organization may register any player
and/or coach.

211.1 Age groupings
shall be established by
FYSA for all levels of
play and shall be
defined within the
registration area of the
FYSA website.

211.1 Age groupings shall be established by
FYSA for all levels of play and shall be defined
within the registration area of the FYSA
website. Players under 12 years of age will play
soccer in accordance with the rules of US
Youth Soccer's USYS Development Player
Program - Modified Playing Rules for Under 12,
Under 10, Under 8, and Under 6 unless these
recommendations are formally adopted and
agreed to by a majority of the affiliates at an
AGM.
A. AGE GROUPS
• 8U and below – no more than 4 v 4 with no
goalkeeper.
• 9U & 10U – 7 v 7 including a goalkeeper.
• 11U & 12U -- 9 v 9 including a goalkeeper.
• 13U and above -- 11 v 11 including a
goalkeeper.
B. PLAYING FORMATS
• Playing formats: A festival format shall be
used for players U8 and below.
• A festival format is recommended for players
for U10 players.
• Follow US Youth Soccer requirements for
field size, ball size, etc.

211.1 Age groupings shall be established by FYSA
for all levels of play. Players under 12 years of age
will play soccer in accordance with the rules of
USYS Development Player Program - Modified
Playing Rules for Under 12, Under 10, Under 8, and
Under 6 unless these recommendations are
formally adopted and agreed to by a majority of
the affiliates at an AGM.
A. AGE GROUPS
• 8U and below – no more than 4 v 4 with no
goalkeeper.
• 9U & 10U – 7 v 7 including a goalkeeper.
• 11U & 12U -- 9 v 9 including a goalkeeper.
• 13U and above -- 11 v 11 including a goalkeeper.
B. PLAYING FORMATS
• Playing formats: A festival format shall be used
for players U8 and below.
• A festival format is recommended for U10
players.
• Follow US Youth Soccer requirements for field
size, ball size, etc.
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Part of Bylaw 1.8 and
all of Bylaw 1.8.1 is
being moved to rules
under 211.1
Submitted by: FYSA
Rules & Revisions
Committee
Recommendation of
the Committee:
Decision of the
membership

Proposed FYSA
Rule Changes
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101.4 Governance and
administration of their
organization is the responsibility
of the Affiliate including the
actions and personal conduct of
all those associated with their
organization. This includes team
managers, coaches, assistant
coaches, trainers, parents and
spectators. The Affiliates shall
ensure that the conduct of its
members on and off the field
does not bring discredit to the
Affiliate or FYSA.

101.4 Governance and administration
of their organization is the
responsibility of the Affiliate including
the actions and personal conduct of
all those associated with their
organization. This includes team
managers, coaches, assistant coaches,
trainers, parents, and spectators. The
Affiliates shall ensure that the
conduct of its members on and off
the field does not bring discredit to
the Affiliate or FYSA. Clubs shall
create a process for parents,
coaches, and club leaders to share
ideas and recommendations,
including a process for proposing
changes to administrative and
programmatic rules, and at least one
annual meeting between parents
and club leaders.

101.4 Governance and
administration of their
organization is the responsibility
of the Affiliate including the
actions and personal conduct of
all those associated with their
organization. This includes team
managers, coaches, assistant
coaches, trainers, parents, and
spectators. The Affiliates shall
ensure that the conduct of its
members on and off the field
does not bring discredit to the
Affiliate or FYSA. Clubs shall
create a process for parents,
coaches, and club leaders to share
ideas and recommendations,
including a process for proposing
changes to administrative and
programmatic rules, and at least
one annual meeting between
parents and club leaders.

As written, FYSA rules govern over
players and parents, while giving them
little opportunity to share their
perspective. There is an FYSA Code of
Ethics for parents, who must sign forms.
See Rule 201.6. FYSA also asserts power
to punish parents. See, Bylaws 400 and
403. In theory, parents have some role
in the process, because Bylaw 101.4
states as follows: Governance and
administration of their organization is
the responsibility of the Affiliate
including ... team managers, coaches,
assistant coaches, trainers, PARENTS,
and spectators. Yet in truth, parents
often have no voice other than the
ability to write a check. This proposed
change to the FYSA Bylaws allows
parents to propose changes to club
rules and conduct and creates a meeting
requirement to ensure that clubs listen
to the parents at least once a year.
Submitted by: Keith W Rizzardi
Club Affiliation: ANBBK Boynton Knights
Recommendation of the Committee:
Decision of the membership
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102.3 The completed affiliation
application packet, items 1-6, shall
be submitted to FYSA’s State Office
not later than thirty (30) days prior a
scheduled meeting of the BOD. FYSA
will verify that the application is
complete, and all necessary
supporting documentation is
present. For any affiliation
application not completed by thirty
(30) days prior to the date of a
scheduled BOD meeting, all
documentation and/or fees will be
returned to the applicant for re-filing
at a later date. FYSA will then
forward a copy of all documentation
regarding the new affiliation to the
Vice President of Administration and
Communication. FYSA’s Vice
President of Administration and
Communication will notify the RVP in
the region in which the new
affiliation would reside. FYSA’s Vice
President of Administration and
Communication shall only present
the completed applications at the
next BOD meeting. The complete
packet will consist of:
1. Completed affiliation application
form.

102.3 The completed affiliation
application packet, items 1-6 15,
shall be submitted to FYSA’s State
Office not later than thirty (30) sixty
(60) days prior a scheduled to the
March or October meeting of the
BOD. FYSA will verify that the
application is complete, and all
necessary supporting
documentation is present. For any
affiliation application not completed
by thirty (30) sixty (60) days prior to
the date of a scheduled BOD
meeting, all documentation and/or
fees will be returned to the applicant
for re-filing at a later date. FYSA will
then forward a copy of all
documentation regarding the new
affiliation to the Vice President of
Administration and Communication.
FYSA’s Vice President of
Administration and Communication
will notify the RVP in the region in
which the new affiliation would
reside. FYSA’s Vice President of
Administration and Communication
shall only present the completed
applications at the next BOD
meeting. The complete packet will
consist of:
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102.3 The completed affiliation
application packet, items 1-15, shall
be submitted to FYSA’s State Office
not later than sixty (60) days prior to
the March or October meeting of the
BOD. FYSA will verify that the
application is complete, and all
necessary documentation is present.
For any affiliation application not
completed by sixty (60) days prior to
the date of a scheduled BOD
meeting, all documentation and/or
fees will be returned to the applicant
for re-filing at a later date. FYSA will
then forward a copy of all
documentation regarding the new
affiliation to the Vice President of
Administration and Communication.
FYSA’s Vice President of
Administration and Communication
will notify the RVP in the region in
which the new affiliation would
reside. FYSA’s Vice President of
Administration and Communication
shall only present the completed
applications at the BOD meeting.
The complete packet will consist of:
1. Completed affiliation application
form.

This rule amendment formalizes
the requirements of the FYSA
New Member Entry Policy into
the rules. The FYSA Board of
Directors has adopted the New
Member Entry Policy and this
amendment encompasses the
high standards FYSA strives to
maintain.
Submitted by: FYSA Board of
Directors
Recommendation of the
Committee:
Decision of the membership

2. Affiliate fee. New affiliates will
pay an affiliation fee for the first two
(2) years in the amount of
$1500.00/year to be utilized as
follows: Affiliation fee of $135.00,
prepaid registration fees in the
amount of $1365.00 (Any unused
registration fees not utilized in the
first two years will be carried
forward to the third year affiliation.
At the end of the third year, all
unused registration fees will revert
to FYSA’s general fund.)
A. A waiver to Rule 102.3 (2) (the
additional $1365.00/yr.) may be
granted if it is in the best interest of
FYSA.
B. A written request for waiver must
be submitted with the application
for affiliation. This request for waiver
must be approved by the RVP, and
the BOD of FYSA. The decision of the
BOD is final, binding and not
appealable by any of the parties.
3. Playing field availability; written
proof of playing field availability
4. Letter from a league in which
your affiliate’s teams will be
scheduled.
5. Letter from the local DRA
indicating FSR’s capability to serve
your club.
6. Must furnish to FYSA a copy of the
affiliates bylaws and rules

1. Completed affiliation application
form.
2. Affiliate fee. New affiliates will
pay an affiliation fee for the first two
(2) years in the amount of $1500.00
$5000.00 /year to be utilized as
follows: Affiliation fee of $135.00
$2,000.00, prepaid registration fees
in the amount of $1365.00 $3000.00
(Any unused registration fees not
utilized in the first two years will be
carried forward to the third-year
affiliation. At the end of the third
year, all unused registration fees will
revert to FYSA’s general fund.)
A. A waiver to Rule 102.3 (2) (the
additional $1365.00/yr $3,000.00)
may be granted if it is in the best
interest of FYSA.
B. A written request for waiver must
be submitted with the application
for affiliation. This request for waiver
must be approved by the RVP, and
the BOD of FYSA. The decision of the
BOD is final, binding and not
appealable by any of the parties.
3. Playing field availability (1 – 11v11
and 1 9v9); written proof of playing
field availability from the owner
(must be for entire seasonal year
(Aug 1 - July 31)
4. List of BOD members – must
have five (5) different and distinct
board members, which include a
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2. Affiliate fee. New affiliates will
pay an affiliation fee for the first two
(2) years in the amount of $5000.00
to be utilized as follows: Affiliation
fee of $2,000.00, prepaid
registration fees in the amount of
$3000.00 (Any unused registration
fees not utilized in the first two years
will be carried forward to the thirdyear affiliation. At the end of the
third year, all unused registration
fees will revert to FYSA’s general
fund.)
A. A waiver to Rule 102.3 (2) (the
additional $3,000.00) may be
granted if it is in the best interest of
FYSA.
B. A written request for waiver must
be submitted with the application
for affiliation. This request for waiver
must be approved by the RVP, and
the BOD of FYSA. The decision of the
BOD is final, binding and not
appealable by any of the parties.
3. Playing field availability (1 – 11v11
and 1 9v9); written proof of playing
field availability from the owner
(must be for entire seasonal year
(Aug 1 - July 31)
4. List of BOD members – must have
five (5) different and distinct board
members, which include a certified
referee assignor and a registrar.
5. Documentation that all BOD
members have submitted an FYSA

7. Must have a certified assignor.

certified referee assignor and a
registrar.
4. 5. Documentation that all BOD
members have submitted an FYSA
background check and have no
recent documented violations of
the FYSA Risk Management Policy.
6. Documentation that all BOD
members have experience in the
soccer community as previous
board members, volunteer, coach
etc., by submitting individual soccer
resumes.
6. Must furnish to FYSA 7. A copy of
the affiliate’s bylaws and rules.
8. Documentation that the affiliate
is a registered business with the
State of Florida. Acceptable forms
of proof include the following (the
affiliates name must be listed):
Tax Id Documentation
State/Federal Tax Returns
Business license
Other official government
documentation related to the
transaction of business
9. Documentation of licensed and
qualified coaches:
- Full affiliate – one (1) USSF
National D licensed (or equivalent)
coach
- Recreation affiliate – one (1)
USSF grassroot licensed coach
4. 10. Documentation that affiliate
has four (4) total teams
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background check and have no
recent documented violations of the
FYSA Risk Management Policy.
6. Documentation that all BOD
members have experience in the
soccer community as previous board
members, volunteer, coach etc., by
submitting individual soccer
resumes.
7. A copy of the affiliate’s bylaws and
rules.
8. Documentation that the affiliate is
a registered business with the State
of Florida. Acceptable forms of
proof include the following (the
affiliates name must be listed):
Tax Id Documentation
State/Federal Tax Returns
Business license
Other official government
documentation related to the
transaction of business
9. Documentation of licensed and
qualified coaches:
- Full affiliate – one (1) USSF
National D licensed (or equivalent)
coach
- Recreation affiliate – one (1)
USSF grassroot licensed coach
10. Documentation that affiliate has
four (4) total teams participating in
four (4) different age groups.
11. Documentation from a league in
which your affiliate’s teams will be
scheduled.

participating in four (4) different
age groups.
11. Letter Documentation from a
league in which your affiliate’s teams
will be scheduled.
12. Confirmation from the FYSA
office of agreement to attend at
least one (1) registrar training (live
or via conference call).
13. Proof of a timely payment
history in the form of soccer
related, paid bill (4 separate bills
showing due date and paid date).
14. Documentation showing
grassroots offerings in the
community – to include any of the
following:
TOPSoccer program
Recreational program
State Referee program to add new
certified and licensed referees
5. Letter from the local DRA
indicating FSR’s capability to serve
your club.
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12. Confirmation from the FYSA
office of agreement to attend at
least one (1) registrar training (live
or via conference call).
13. Proof of a timely payment
history in the form of soccer related,
paid bill (4 separate bills showing
due date and paid date).
14. Documentation showing
grassroots offerings in the
community – to include any of the
following:
TOPSoccer program
Recreational program
State Referee program to add new
certified and licensed referees

102.4 FYSA will notify all members within 15miles of a prospective affiliate’s home field, at
least 14 days prior to the BOD meeting in which
the application will be considered.

102.4 FYSA will notify all members within 15-miles
of a prospective affiliate’s home field, at least 14
days prior to the BOD meeting in which the
application will be considered.

Existing members may file an objection to the
prospective affiliate’s acceptance, based on the
requirements found in Rule 102.3. The
objection must be a formal letter to the FYSA
Board of Directors explaining why the
application should NOT be accepted. The letter
must be sent to FYSA Board of Directors (care
of the State Office) no less than seven (7) days
before the application for affiliation is
considered by the Board of Directors.

Existing members may file an objection to the
prospective affiliate’s acceptance, based on the
requirements found in Rule 102.3. The objection
must be a formal letter to the FYSA Board of
Directors explaining why the application should
NOT be accepted. The letter must be sent to FYSA
Board of Directors (care of the State Office) no less
than seven (7) days before the application for
affiliation is considered by the Board of Directors.

An objection does not automatically exclude
the prospective affiliate from membership in
FYSA. The Board of Directors will consider
objections when evaluating prospective
affiliate applications.

An objection does not automatically exclude the
prospective affiliate from membership in FYSA.
The Board of Directors will consider objections
when evaluating prospective affiliate applications.
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This is an addition to create an
objection process that
correlates to the FYSA New
Member Entry Policy changes
proposed in 102.3

Submitted by: FYSA Board of
Directors

Recommendation of the
Committee:
Decision of the membership

102.4 A. Any new affiliate must sponsor
an entry level (Grade 8) referee course
within their first 12 (twelve) months of
affiliation and must submit in writing to
FYSA the course number, the date and the
place of the course after the completion
of the course. Failure to do this will result
in non-renewal of their affiliation B. A
new affiliate, once approved, will be
placed on a three-year probation. At the
end of the three years, the affiliate must
submit a letter with their affiliation form
requesting full membership. The request
for full membership is neither automatic
nor guaranteed.

102.4 102.5 A. Any new affiliate must
sponsor an entry level (Grade 8) referee
course within their first 12 (twelve)
months of affiliation and must submit in
writing to FYSA the course number, the
date and the place of the course after
the completion of the course. Failure to
do this will result in non-renewal of
their affiliation B. A new affiliate, once
approved, will be placed on a three-year
probation. At the end of the three years,
the affiliate must submit a letter with
their affiliation form requesting full
membership. The request for full
membership is neither automatic nor
guaranteed.

102.5 A new affiliate, once
approved, will be placed on a threeyear probation. At the end of the
three years, the affiliate must
submit a letter with their affiliation
form requesting full membership.
The request for full membership is
neither automatic nor guaranteed.

102.5 A. Mergers - The completed merger
affiliation application packet shall be
submitted not later than thirty (30) days
prior to scheduled meeting of the BOD.
The merger application packet will consist
of:
1. Completed merger application form
2. Letter signed by the current President
and Secretary of each existing affiliate.
3. Must furnish to FYSA a copy of the
merged affiliates bylaws and rules.
4. For recreational to recreational
mergers will require BOD approval; for full
affiliate to full affiliate will require BOD
approval.

102.5 102.6 A. Mergers - The completed
merger affiliation application packet
shall be submitted not later than thirty
(30) days prior to scheduled meeting of
the BOD. The merger application packet
will consist of:
1. Completed merger application form
2. Letter signed by the current President
and Secretary of each existing affiliate.
3. Must furnish to FYSA a copy of the
merged affiliates bylaws and rules.
4. For recreational to recreational
mergers will require BOD approval; for
full affiliate to full affiliate will require
BOD approval.

102.6 A. Mergers - The completed
merger affiliation application packet
shall be submitted not later than
thirty (30) days prior to scheduled
meeting of the BOD. The merger
application packet will consist of:
1. Completed merger application
form
2. Letter signed by the current
President and Secretary of each
existing affiliate.
3. Must furnish to FYSA a copy of
the merged affiliates bylaws and
rules.
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Renumbering to
correspond with addition
of proposed 102.4 and
removal of reference to
Grade 8 referee course.

Submitted by: FYSA
Board of Directors
Recommendation of the
Committee:
Decision of the
membership

Renumbering to
correspond with addition
of proposed 102.4

Submitted by: FYSA
Board of Directors
Recommendation of the
Committee:
Decision of the
membership

5. For recreational to full affiliate and/or
full affiliate to recreational will affiliate at
the approved site of the existing full
affiliate and will require BOD approval.

5. For recreational to full affiliate and/or
full affiliate to recreational will affiliate
at the approved site of the existing full
affiliate and will require BOD approval.

102.6 A. Name Changes – An existing FYSA
affiliate requesting a name change shall
submit the request not later than 30 days
prior to a scheduled meeting of the BOD.
The affiliate must submit the following
when requesting a name change:
1. Letter signed by the current Board of
Directors of the affiliate.
2. Proof that a DBA, legal name change,
and/or registration of a fictitious name
has been filed with the State of Florida.

102.6 102.7 A. Name Changes – An
existing FYSA affiliate requesting a name
change shall submit the request not
later than 30 days prior to a scheduled
meeting of the BOD. The affiliate must
submit the following when requesting a
name change:
1. Letter signed by the current Board of
Directors of the affiliate.
2. Proof that a DBA, legal name change,
and/or registration of a fictitious name
has been filed with the State of Florida.
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4. For recreational to recreational
mergers will require BOD approval;
for full affiliate to full affiliate will
require BOD approval.
5. For recreational to full affiliate
and/or full affiliate to recreational
will affiliate at the approved site of
the existing full affiliate and will
require BOD approval.
102.7 A. Name Changes – An
existing FYSA affiliate requesting a
name change shall submit the
request not later than 30 days prior
to a scheduled meeting of the BOD.
The affiliate must submit the
following when requesting a name
change:
1. Letter signed by the current
Board of Directors of the affiliate.
2. Proof that a DBA, legal name
change, and/or registration of a
fictitious name has been filed with
the State of Florida.

Renumbering to
correspond with addition
of proposed 102.4

Submitted by: FYSA
Board of Directors
Recommendation of the
Committee:
Decision of the
membership

203. Player Registration
A competitive and or recreational
player is obligated to his/her
team for the seasonal year from
the time he/she signs a contract
or is rostered to a team until the
end of the current seasonal year.
203.1 A player is considered
registered when the player has an
active competition level set on or
after June 10th for the upcoming
seasonal year.
1. Player contracts or
registrations for returning
players may be affected
on or after June 10th.
2. A contract or registration
for a non-returning player
may be revoked prior to
June 10th by notification
in writing to the affiliate.
Any matter as to the
refund of registration
fees paid shall be
governed under the
terms and conditions of
the contract for
registration.
3. Any dispute over a
player’s registration

203. Player Registration
A competitive and or recreational
player is obligated to his/her team for
the seasonal year from the time
he/she signs a contract or is rostered
to a team until the end of the current
seasonal year.
203.1 A player is considered
registered when the player has an
active competition level set on or
after June 10th for the upcoming
seasonal year.
1. Player contracts or
registrations for returning
players may be affected
effective on or after June
10th. Clubs may not enter
into contracts with an
alternative effective date.
2. A contract or registration for
a non-returning player may
be revoked prior to June 10th
by notification in writing to
the affiliate. Any matter as to
the refund of registration fees
paid shall be governed under
the terms and conditions of
the contract for registration.
All fees shall be refundable
prior to June 10th, but

203. Player Registration
A competitive and or recreational
player is obligated to his/her team
for the seasonal year.
203.1 A player is considered
registered when the player has an
active competition level set on or
after June 10th for the upcoming
seasonal year.
1. Player contracts or
registrations may be affected
effective on or after June
10th. Clubs may not enter
into contracts with an
alternative effective date.
2. A contract or registration
may be revoked prior to June
10th by notification in
writing to the affiliate. Any
matter as to the refund of
registration fees paid shall be
governed under the terms
and conditions of the
contract for registration. All
fees shall be refundable prior
to June 10th, but otherwise
shall be governed by the
contract.
3. Any dispute over a player’s
registration status will be
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Some clubs have created procedures
with "private club contracts" that
seek to leverage their current
players (and guardians) to make
early decisions to recommit to the
club. These contracts undermine
competition and evade the FSYA
rules. Due to these private club
contracts, clubs do not have a fair
opportunity to compete with each
other, and players (and guardians)
do not have the opportunity to make
fully informed decisions. The notion
that these early contracts are solely
between the parent and the club,
and have nothing to do with FYSA, is
incorrect. The power of these club
contracts is based, in part, upon the
FYSA exclusivity rules, which allow
the club to require players to commit
for an entire year. See FYSA Bylaw
203. Clubs should not use early
contracts to inhibit competition and
informed decision making. This
bylaw change proposes that the June
10th deadline in the FYSA should be
strictly adhered to in all contracts,
and early and non-refundable
contracts prior to that date are not
allowed. This rule does not alter the
financial discretion of the clubs

status will be determined
by the registration
committee.

otherwise shall be governed
by the contract.
3. Any dispute over a player’s
registration status will be
determined by the
registration committee.

determined by the
registration committee.

regarding player fees or refund
policies on or after June 10th.

Submitted by: Keith W Rizzardi
Club Affiliation: ANBBK Boynton
Knights
Recommendation of the
Committee:
Decision of the membership
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203.6 Players with Special Needs
In order for a “special needs player” to
participate outside of his/her normal
age grouping the following
requirements must be met prior to any
participation.

203.6 Players with Special Needs PLAYERS
WITH SPECIAL NEEDS
In order for a “special needs player” to
participate outside of his/her normal age
grouping the following requirements must be
met prior to any participation.

A. No player shall be allowed to "play
down" (play below the player's age
group) except as outlined below.
1. Participation in a designated
TOPSoccer Program or other
program(s) of this nature
2. Players with Downs Syndrome
must submit a letter from a Doctor
for Negative x-ray for Atlantoaxial
with first time registration. If a
player is under the age of 13, they
must have a second x-ray when they
reach the age of 13.

A. No player shall be allowed to "play down"
(play below the player's age group)
except as outlined below.
1. Participation in a designated for
TOPSoccer competition or if an age
variance is granted by a majority of
the Program or other program(s) of
this nature
2. Players with Downs Syndrome must
submit a letter from a Doctor for
Negative x-ray for Atlantoaxial with
first time registration. If a player is
under the age of 13, they must have
a second x-ray when they reach the
age of 13.

B. Players qualified under the ADA and
meet all the requirements for
consideration and possible
accommodations under the ADA may
be permitted to play down from their
normal age group provided they
comply with the requirements below.
1. For participation ONLY in an intraclub (within the same club) program
approval can be granted by the

B. Players qualified under the ADA and meet
all the requirements for consideration and
possible accommodations under the ADA
may be permitted to play down from their
normal age group provided they comply
with the requirements below.
1. For participation ONLY in an intra-club
within the same club) program
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203.6 PLAYERS WITH SPECIAL
NEEDS
No player shall be allowed to
play down (play below the
player's age group) except for
TOPSoccer competition or if an
age variance is granted by a
majority of the members of the
FYSA Registration Committee.
Age variances can only be
granted when a physical or
mental disability exists (as
outlined by the ADA and
supported with documentation).

This change is to bring
the rule into compliance
with US Soccer
Federation and the
current process that is
being used.

Submitted by:
Jennifer DiTillio
Affiliation: Rules &
Revisions Committee
Member
This proposed rule
amendment is
supported by the
TOPSoccer Committee

Recommendation of
the Committee:
Decision of the
membership

Affiliate's board of directors.
Requests must be submitted to the
Affiliate's board of directors in
writing by the legal parent or
guardian of the player.
a. No permission shall be granted
for “playing down” more than
one (1) age grouping.
b. Affiliate granting permission
shall notify all parties against
whom the player will compete
that they may be matched
against an older player and given
the option to participate or not.
2. Participation in any inter-club
(between more than one club)
program and/or tournament shall
require all of the following
stipulations to be met:
a. No permission shall be granted
for "playing down" more than
one (1) age grouping.
b. The registering affiliate must
present to the inter-club entity
(league or tournament)
documentation regarding the
player’s disability. This shall
include, but not be limited to:
1. the recognizable disability,
and evidence of qualification
under the ADA , and
2. evidence that playing down
constitutes a reasonable
accommodation for this
disability, and

approval can be granted by the
Affiliate's board of directors.
Requests must be submitted to the
Affiliate's board of directors in
writing by the legal parent or
guardian of the player.
a. No permission shall be granted
for “playing down” more than one
(1) age grouping.
b. Affiliate granting permission
shall notify all parties against
whom the player will compete
that they may be matched against
an older player and given the
option to participate or not.
2. Participation in any inter-club
(between more than one club)
program and/or tournament shall
require all of the following stipulations
to be met:
a. No permission shall be granted
for "playing down" more than one
(1) age grouping.
b. The registering affiliate must
present to the inter-club entity
(league or tournament)
documentation regarding the
player’s disability. This shall
include, but not be limited to:
1. the recognizable disability,
and evidence of qualification
under the ADA , and
2. evidence that playing down
constitutes a reasonable
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3. evidence that no other
alternative other than playing
down is available, and
4. evidence that playing down
would not result in any danger
to other players, and
5. written permission as
granted by the registering
affiliate’s BOD and signed by
the AOR for the affiliate.
c. The inter-club entity shall
review the documentation and,
should the entity determine that
it can modify its program, then
the entity shall notify the agent
of record of all teams that the
player will play against and shall
forward all the documentation to
the FYSA office for final review.
a. A written evaluation by
FYSA’s Director of Coaching,
or his designee (State Staff
Coach) as to the player ability
and necessity to play below
the player normal age group
will be made. Cost of
evaluation (if any) will be
billed to registering affiliate.
d. The FYSA Registration
Committee will review all the
submitted documentation and
issue a final decision if the player
has met all of the requirements
of the ADA and falls under its
guidelines. If permission is

accommodation for this
disability, and
3. evidence that no other
alternative other than playing
down is available, and
4. evidence that playing down
would not result in any danger
to other players, and
5. written permission as
granted by the registering
affiliate’s BOD and signed by
the AOR for the affiliate.
c. The inter-club entity shall
review the documentation and,
should the entity determine that it
can modify its program, then the
entity shall notify the agent of
record of all teams that the player
will play against and shall forward
all the documentation to the FYSA
office for final review.
a. A written evaluation by FYSA’s
Director of Coaching, or his
designee (State Staff Coach) as to
the player ability and necessity to
play below the player normal age
group will be made. Cost of
evaluation (if any) will be billed to
registering affiliate.
d. The FYSA Registration
Committee. Age variances can
only be granted when a physical
or mental disability exists (as
outlined by the ADA and
supported with documentation).
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granted then the team code shall
reflect the age of the oldest
player. This is will serve as
notification as to the fact that an
older player is participating in the
event.
e. It shall be incumbent upon the
league or event to determine
eligibility of the team to
participate and the league/event
must publish the age of the team
in its schedule.
e. This permission must be
received annually for leagues,
and for each tournament.

will review all the submitted
documentation and issue a final
decision if the player has met all
of the requirements of the ADA
and falls under its guidelines. If
permission is granted then the
team code shall reflect the age of
the oldest player. This is will serve
as notification as to the fact that
an older player is participating in
the event.
e. It shall be incumbent upon the
league or event to determine
eligibility of the team to
participate and the league/event
must publish the age of the team
in its schedule.
e. This permission must be
received annually for leagues, and
for each tournament.
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401.5 POACHING
There is to be NO improper contact
between the prospective team and the
player/parents of currently registered
and/or rostered players. Any coach or
member of a team having contact with a
player after a player is registered and/or
rostered, without first obtaining written
permission from that player’s coach, will be
construed as having had improper contact
with a player, and such action can result in
a charge of poaching.
1. Improper contact is defined as any
communication with a player other
than the most casual, cordial
communication necessary such as
congratulations at the end of a
match or similar such
conversations. This contact
specifically includes, but is not
limited to, players participating in
practices, training sessions,
scrimmages or other soccer-related
functions.
2. Improper contact shall also include,
but is not limited to, meetings with
players/parents, attendance at
team social functions when the

401.5 POACHING
There is to be NO improper contact
between the prospective team and the
player/parents of currently registered
and/or rostered players. Any coach or
member of a team having contact with
a player after a player is registered
and/or rostered, without first obtaining
written permission from that player’s
coach, will be construed as having had
improper contact with a player, and
such action can result in a charge of
poaching.
1. Improper contact is defined as
any communication with a
player other than the most
casual, cordial communication
necessary such as
congratulations at the end of a
match or similar such
conversations. This contact
specifically includes, but is not
limited to, players participating
in practices, training sessions,
scrimmages or other soccerrelated functions.

401.5 POACHING
There is to be NO improper contact
between the prospective team and the
player/parents of currently registered
and/or rostered players. Any coach or
member of a team having contact with
a player after a player is registered
and/or rostered, without first obtaining
written permission from that player’s
coach, will be construed as having had
improper contact with a player, and
such action can result in a charge of
poaching.
1. Improper contact is defined as
any communication with a
player other than the most
casual, cordial communication
necessary such as
congratulations at the end of a
match or similar such
conversations. This contact
specifically includes, but is not
limited to, players participating
in practices, training sessions,
scrimmages or other soccerrelated functions.

2. Improper contact shall also
include, but is not limited to,
meetings with players/parents,

2. Improper contact shall also
include, but is not limited to,
meetings with players/parents,
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The penalties for
poaching must be
brought in line with
the severity of the
act.

Submitted by: Mike
Goodman, VP
Region B
Club Affiliation:
FYSA Board of
Directors
Recommendation
of the Committee:
Decision of the
membership

player is not registered to that
team, etc.
3. Any such improper contact, no
matter how generated, is
prohibited without prior written
notification and written consent of
the player’s current head coach, the
club director of coaching and/or
players, or the Agent of Record of
the club to which the player is
currently registered and/or
rostered. A coach/volunteer or
member of a team having contact
with a player is charged with the
knowledge of that player’s
registration and/or roster status
and shall be held accountable for
any unauthorized contact with any
player currently not rostered to his
team, regardless of how that
contact is initiated or by whom.
A. No coach, assistant coach, trainer,
team representative, registered
player, parent or advertisement
may offer any kind of inducement
to recruit a player and/or to
transfer from his/her respective
team, during the seasonal year as
defined September 1 through
August 31.

attendance at team social
functions when the player is not
registered to that team, etc.

attendance at team social
functions when the player is
not registered to that team, etc.

3. Any such improper contact, no
matter how generated, is
prohibited without prior written
notification and written consent
of the player’s current head
coach, the club director of
coaching and/or players, or the
Agent of Record of the club to
which the player is currently
registered and/or rostered. A
coach/volunteer or member of
a team having contact with a
player is charged with the
knowledge of that player’s
registration and/or roster status
and shall be held accountable
for any unauthorized contact
with any player currently not
rostered to his team, regardless
of how that contact is initiated
or by whom.

3. Any such improper contact, no
matter how generated, is
prohibited without prior
written notification and written
consent of the player’s current
head coach, the club director of
coaching and/or players, or the
Agent of Record of the club to
which the player is currently
registered and/or rostered. A
coach/volunteer or member of
a team having contact with a
player is charged with the
knowledge of that player’s
registration and/or roster
status and shall be held
accountable for any
unauthorized contact with any
player currently not rostered to
his team, regardless of how
that contact is initiated or by
whom.

A. No coach, assistant coach,
trainer, team representative,
registered player, parent or
advertisement may offer any
kind of inducement to recruit a
player and/or to transfer from
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A. No coach, assistant coach,
trainer, team representative,
registered player, parent or
advertisement may offer any
kind of inducement to recruit a

Inducing a player includes, but is not limited
solicitation to leave the current affiliate,
offering a currently rostered player a roster
spot on an existing team, or a roster spot
for the next seasonal year.
Coaches are responsible for the actions of
the all of the above listed participants of
their team.
B. Players:
Players shall be allowed to attend publicly
announced tryouts held in accordance with
Rule 401.6 for the next seasonal year of any
FYSA affiliated club. Players will not be
required to obtain written permission from
their current affiliate.
All currently registered players shall
become free agents at the completion of
FYSA’s State Cup Final Four or elimination
from National Championship Competitions
(whichever is later) or at a date as may be
set by the BOD.
At this time, all restrictions as to guest
playing and contact between parties shall
be lifted until such time as the player (and
parent) executes a contract or registration
for the next seasonal year.
C. Coach:
All coaches are obligated to the registering
affiliate for the complete seasonal year

his/her respective team, during
the seasonal year as defined
September 1 through August
31.
Inducing a player includes, but is not
limited solicitation to leave the current
affiliate, offering a currently rostered
player a roster spot on an existing team,
or a roster spot for the next seasonal
year.
Coaches are responsible for the actions
of the all of the above listed participants
of their team.
B. Players:
Players shall be allowed to attend
publicly announced tryouts held in
accordance with Rule 401.6 for the next
seasonal year of any FYSA affiliated
club. Players will not be required to
obtain written permission from their
current affiliate.
All currently registered players shall
become free agents at the completion
of FYSA’s State Cup Final Four or
elimination from National
Championship Competitions (whichever
is later) or at a date as may be set by
the BOD.
At this time, all restrictions as to guest
playing and contact between parties
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player and/or to transfer from
his/her respective team, during
the seasonal year as defined
September 1 through August
31.
Inducing a player includes, but is not
limited solicitation to leave the current
affiliate, offering a currently rostered
player a roster spot on an existing
team, or a roster spot for the next
seasonal year.
Coaches are responsible for the actions
of the all of the above listed
participants of their team.
B. Players:
Players shall be allowed to attend
publicly announced tryouts held in
accordance with Rule 401.6 for the next
seasonal year of any FYSA affiliated
club. Players will not be required to
obtain written permission from their
current affiliate.
All currently registered players shall
become free agents at the completion
of FYSA’s State Cup Final Four or
elimination from National
Championship Competitions (whichever
is later) or at a date as may be set by
the BOD.

defined as September 1 through August 31.
Agreement by contract between the parties
may shorten or lengthen this period. A
coach shall be bound by the following
conditions:
1. For an affiliate to recruit the
services of a registered coach,
the requesting affiliate must
first notify in writing the agent
of record of the coach’s current
club. There shall be no contact
with any currently registered
coach prior to March 1st ,
unless permission is granted in
writing by the affiliate’s agent
of record, or designee.
2. A currently registered coach
may not contact a prospective
club prior to March 1st, without
written permission of their
currently registered affiliate’s
agent of record, or designee.
After March 1st contact may be
affected with written
notification to the current
affiliate. Once tryouts have
commenced, coaches are
bound to the affiliate.
3. A currently registered coach
who decide during a seasonal
year to change clubs shall not
solicit, entice or induce in any

shall be lifted until such time as the
player (and parent) executes a contract
or registration for the next seasonal
year.
C. Coach:
All coaches are obligated to the
registering affiliate for the complete
seasonal year defined as September 1
through August 31. Agreement by
contract between the parties may
shorten or lengthen this period. A coach
shall be bound by the following
conditions:
1. For an affiliate to recruit the
services of a registered
coach, the requesting
affiliate must first notify in
writing the agent of record
of the coach’s current club.
There shall be no contact
with any currently
registered coach prior to
March 1st , unless
permission is granted in
writing by the affiliate’s
agent of record, or
designee.
2. A currently registered coach
may not contact a
prospective club prior to
March 1st, without written
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At this time, all restrictions as to guest
playing and contact between parties
shall be lifted until such time as the
player (and parent) executes a contract
or registration for the next seasonal
year.
C. Coach:
All coaches are obligated to the
registering affiliate for the complete
seasonal year defined as September 1
through August 31. Agreement by
contract between the parties may
shorten or lengthen this period. A coach
shall be bound by the following
conditions:
1. For an affiliate to recruit
the services of a registered
coach, the requesting
affiliate must first notify in
writing the agent of record
of the coach’s current club.
There shall be no contact
with any currently
registered coach prior to
March 1st , unless
permission is granted in
writing by the affiliate’s
agent of record, or
designee.
2. A currently registered
coach may not contact a

manner players they are
currently coaching to move to
his/her new club until after the
completion of State Cup Finals
or further National
Championship competitions.
4. Violation of any of the above
standards is tantamount to
poaching.
D. Disciplinary Sanctions
Minimum disciplinary actions/sanctions to
be taken against any coach or member of a
team found guilty of the violation of any of
the above conditions shall be:
• 1st Offense -- Six (6) months
suspension; club to be fined
$100.00 plus any costs associated
with the holding of the hearing
including copying charges, postage,
etc.
• 2nd Offense -- Minimum three (3)
year suspension; club to be fined
$500.00 plus any costs associated
with the holding of the hearing
including copying charges, postage,
etc.
• Conviction of a poaching charge by
any member of a team may cause
the team to which that
player/coach is registered to forfeit
its privilege to participate in any
and all FYSA-sponsored events (i.e.,

permission of their
currently registered
affiliate’s agent of record,
or designee. After March
1st contact may be affected
with written notification to
the current affiliate. Once
tryouts have commenced,
coaches are bound to the
affiliate.
3. A currently registered coach
who decide during a
seasonal year to change
clubs shall not solicit, entice
or induce in any manner
players they are currently
coaching to move to his/her
new club until after the
completion of State Cup
Finals or further National
Championship
competitions.
4. Violation of any of the
above standards is
tantamount to poaching.
D. Disciplinary Sanctions
Minimum disciplinary actions/sanctions
to be taken against any coach or
member of a team found guilty of the
violation of any of the above conditions
shall be:
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prospective club prior to
March 1st, without written
permission of their
currently registered
affiliate’s agent of record,
or designee. After March
1st contact may be affected
with written notification to
the current affiliate. Once
tryouts have commenced,
coaches are bound to the
affiliate.
3. A currently registered
coach who decide during a
seasonal year to change
clubs shall not solicit, entice
or induce in any manner
players they are currently
coaching to move to his/her
new club until after the
completion of State Cup
Finals or further National
Championship
competitions.
4. Violation of any of the
above standards is
tantamount to poaching.
D. Disciplinary Sanctions
Minimum disciplinary actions/sanctions
to be taken against any coach or
member of a team found guilty of the

State Cup, President’s Cup, etc.) for
the remainder of the seasonal year.
The team sanctioning will apply
only to the team that is involved in
the poaching incident, not multiple
teams if the player/coach or team
member is registered to more than
one team.
The RVP, upon receipt of notification of
a conviction for poaching, shall empanel
a committee of not less that three (3)
neutral members that shall request
from the convicted party(s) and the
affected affiliate a brief in mitigation as
to:
1. Should the team be
permitted to continue to
compete in FYSA
sponsored events for the
remainder of the
seasonal year.
2. And/or should the
player(s) subject of the
charges be permitted to
participate in FYSA
sponsored events with
said team for the
remainder of the
seasonal year.
3. The committee’s decision
in this matter shall be
final and binding.

•

•

•

1st Offense -- Six (6) months
suspension; club to be fined
$100.00 plus any costs
associated with the holding of
the hearing including copying
charges, postage, etc. One (1)
year suspension: club to be
fined $2500 paid within two (2)
months. Failure to remit
payment in the timeframe will
place the club Not in Good
Standing.
2nd Offense -- Minimum three
(3) year suspension; club to be
fined $500.00 $5000.00 plus
any costs associated with the
holding of the hearing including
copying charges, postage, etc.
paid within two (2) months.
Failure to remit payment in the
timeframe the club will be
placed Not in Good Standing
Conviction of a poaching charge
by any member of a team may
cause the team to which that
player/coach is registered to
forfeit its privilege to participate
in any and all FYSA-sponsored
events (i.e., State Cup,
President’s Cup, etc.) for the
remainder of the seasonal year.
The team sanctioning will apply
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violation of any of the above conditions
shall be:
• 1st Offense-- One (1) year
suspension: club to be fined
$2500 paid within two (2)
months. Failure to remit
payment in the timeframe will
place the club Not in Good
Standing.
• 2nd Offense -- Minimum three
(3) year suspension; club to be
fined $5000.00 plus any costs
associated with the holding of
the hearing including copying
charges, postage, etc. paid
within two (2) months. Failure
to remit payment in the
timeframe the club will be
placed Not in Good Standing.
The RVP, upon receipt of notification of
a conviction for poaching, shall
empanel a committee of not less than
three (3) neutral members that shall
request from the convicted party(s) and
the affected affiliate a brief in
mitigation as to:
1. Should the team be permitted
to continue to compete in FYSA
sponsored events for the
remainder of the seasonal year.
2. And/or should the player(s)
subject of the charges be
permitted to participate in FYSA

only to the team that is involved
in the poaching incident, not
multiple teams if the
player/coach or team member
is registered to more than one
team.
The RVP, upon receipt of notification of
a conviction for poaching, shall empanel
a committee of not less that three (3)
neutral members that shall request
from the convicted party(s) and the
affected affiliate a brief in mitigation as
to:
1. Should the team be
permitted to continue to
compete in FYSA
sponsored events for the
remainder of the seasonal
year.
2. And/or should the
player(s) subject of the
charges be permitted to
participate in FYSA
sponsored events with
said team for the
remainder of the seasonal
year.
3. The committee’s decision
in this matter shall be
final and binding.
Conviction of a poaching charge by any
member of a team may cause the team
to which that player/coach is
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sponsored events with said
team for the remainder of the
seasonal year.
3. The committee’s decision in
this matter shall be final and
binding.
Conviction of a poaching charge by any
member of a team may cause the team
to which that player/coach is registered
to forfeit its privilege to participate in
any and all FYSA-sponsored events (i.e.,
State Cup, President’s Cup, League play
etc.) for the remainder of the seasonal
year. The team sanctioning will apply
only to the team that is involved in the
poaching incident, not multiple teams if
the player/coach or team member is
registered to more than one team.

registered to forfeit its privilege to
participate in any and all FYSAsponsored events (i.e., State Cup,
President’s Cup, League play etc.) for
the remainder of the seasonal year.
The team sanctioning will apply only to
the team that is involved in the
poaching incident, not multiple teams
if the player/coach or team member is
registered to more than one team.

401.6 TRY-OUTS
Organizations affiliated with FYSA
may hold any try-out or player
identification activity, related to the
formation of teams for the next
seasonal year involving players IN
ALL AGE GROUPS on the Monday
following the originally scheduled
date of the FYSA State Cup Round of
16 provided the following guidelines
are met:
Tryouts or other activities are
publicly advertised and open to all
age-appropriate players. Players
remain bound to their existing club
for the current seasonal year

401.6 TRY-OUTS
Organizations affiliated with FYSA
may hold any try-out, player
identification or player
assessment activity, related to the
formation of teams for the next
seasonal year involving players IN
ALL AGE GROUPS on a date set by
the BOD. The try-out date shall be
set by the BOD no later than March
1 of the current year. The try-out
date shall be no on the Monday
following the originally scheduled
date of the FYSA State Cup Round of
16 later than the second Monday in
May provided the following
guidelines are met:
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401.6 TRY-OUTS
Organizations affiliated with
FYSA may hold any try-out,
player identification or player
assessment activity, related
to the formation of teams for
the next seasonal year
involving players IN ALL AGE
GROUPS on a date set by the
BOD. The try-out date shall be
set by the BOD no later than
March 1 of the current year.
The Try-out date shall be no
later than the second Monday
in May provided the following
guidelines are met:
Tryouts, player identification
or player assessment are

This change sets a
deadline for the BOD to
notify affiliates of the
specific start date of tryouts and gives the
affiliates sufficient notice
to prepare for tryouts.

Submitted by: Jennifer
DiTillio
Affiliation: Rules &
Revisions Committee
Member
Submitted by: Richard
Chisolm

pursuant to provisions contained in
Rule 207.6.
Violations may result in the Club’s
affiliation with FYSA being reviewed,
and it may be denied by the BOD

Tryouts, player identification or
player assessment or other
activities are publicly advertised and
open to all age-appropriate players.
Players remain bound to their
existing club for the current seasonal
year pursuant to provisions
contained in Rule 207.6.
Violations may result in the Club’s
affiliation with FYSA being reviewed,
and it may be denied by the BOD.
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publicly advertised and open
to all age-appropriate players.
Players remain bound to their
existing club for the current
seasonal year pursuant to
provisions contained in Rule
207.6.
Violations may result in the
Club’s affiliation with FYSA
being reviewed, and it may be
denied by the BOD.

Affiliation: Clearwater
Chargers
Recommendation of
the Committee:
Decision of the
membership

502.6 GAME OFFICIALS
Misconduct toward a referee may
include, but is not limited to, all
registered
referees,
assistant
referees, forth officials or other duly
appointed to assist. It also includes
any unlicensed or unregistered
person serving in an emergency
capacity as a referee under USSF
Policy 531, Section 2 and any club
assistant referees.
Any act committed before, during, or
after a match, even at later times, if
it is match related, such as at work or
at home may constitute misconduct
toward game officials.

502.6 GAME REFEREES AND NONGAME OFFICIALS
Misconduct toward a referee may
include, but is not limited to, all
registered referees, assistant referees,
forth officials or other duly appointed to
assist. It also includes any unlicensed or
unregistered person serving in an
emergency capacity as a referee under
USSF Policy 531, Section 2 and any club
assistant referees.
Misconduct toward a non-game official
may include, but is not limited to, any
affiliate member, league/tournament
official, FYSA staff or board member or
any other person acting in an official
capacity at any FYSA-sanctioned event.
Any act committed before, during, or
after a match, even at later times, if it is
match related, such as at work or at
home, may constitute misconduct.
Toward game officials.

502.6.1 REFEREE ABUSE
Referee abuse is a verbal statement
or physical act not resulting in bodily
contact which implies or threatens
physical harm to a referee or the

502.6.1 REFEREE ABUSE OF A REFEREE
OR NON-GAME OFFICIAL
Referee Abuse is a verbal statement or
physical act not resulting in bodily
contact which implies or threatens
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502.6 REFEREES AND NON-GAME
OFFICIALS
Misconduct toward a referee may include,
but is not limited to, all registered referees,
assistant referees, forth officials or other
duly appointed to assist. It also includes
any unlicensed or unregistered person
serving in an emergency capacity as a
referee under USSF Policy 531, Section 2
and any club assistant referees.
Misconduct toward a non-game official
may include, but is not limited to, any
affiliate member, league/tournament
official, FYSA staff or board member or any
other person acting in an official capacity at
any FYSA-sanctioned event.

Added Non-Game
Officials definition to
correspond to proposed
502.8 update

Submitted by: Jennifer
DiTillio
Affiliation: Rules &
Revisions Committee
Member
Submitted by: Barb
Newton
Affiliation: Rules &
Revisions Committee
Member

Any act committed before, during, or after
a match, even at later times if it is match
related, such as at work or at home, may
constitute misconduct.

Recommendation of
the Committee:
Recommend approval
to bring FYSA into
compliance with US
Soccer Federation
policy

502.6.1 ABUSE OF A REFEREE OR NONGAME OFFICIAL
Abuse is a verbal statement or physical act
not resulting in bodily contact that implies

Removed the word
“Referee” and replaced
with “person”. This is to
simplify and consolidate

referee’s property or equipment.
Abuse includes, but is not limited to,
the following acts committed upon a
referee; using foul or abusive
language toward a referee (must
imply a threat of physical harm) ,
spewing any beverage on a referee’s
personal property; spitting at (but
not on) the referee; verbally
threatening a referee with remarks
that carry imply or direct threats of
physical harm.
Verbal threats are remarks that carry
the implied or direct threat of
physical harm. Such remarks as “I’ll
get you after the game.” or “You
won’t get out of here in one piece.”
shall be deemed referee abuse.
Discipline: Minimum sanctions
a. Six (6) games or three (3) month
suspension, whichever is longer.
b. Spitting at a referee or game official,
six (6) games or six (6) month
suspension, whichever is longer.
c. An adult upon a youth referee,
minimum of one (1) year
suspension.

physical harm to a referee person or the or threatens physical harm to a person or
refereeperson’s property or equipment. the person’s property or equipment.

the definitions and
procedures.

Abuse includes, but is not limited to, the
following acts committed upon a referee
person; using foul or abusive language
toward a referee person (must imply a
threat of physical harm), spewing any
beverage on a referee’s personal
property; spitting at (but not on) the
referee person; verbally threatening a
referee with remarks that carry imply or
direct threats of physical harm.

Submitted by: Jennifer
DiTillio
Affiliation: Rules &
Revisions Committee
Member

Abuse includes, but is not limited to, the
following acts committed upon a person:
using foul or abusive language toward a
person (must imply a threat of physical
harm), spewing any beverage on a person’s
personal property; spitting at (but not on)
the person; verbally threatening a person
with remarks that carry or imply direct
threats of physical harm.

Such remarks as “I’ll get you after the
Verbal threats are remarks that carry the game.” or “You won’t get out of here in
implied or direct threat of physical harm. one piece.” shall be deemed abuse.
Such remarks as “I’ll get you after the
game.” or “You won’t get out of here in
one piece.” shall be deemed referee Discipline: Minimum sanctions
a. Six (6) games or three (3) month
abuse.
suspension, whichever is longer;
b.
Spitting
at a referee or game
Discipline: Minimum sanctions
official, six (6) games or six (6)
a. Six (6) games or three (3) month
month suspension, whichever is
suspension, whichever is longer.
longer; or
b. Spitting at a referee or game
official, six (6) games or six (6)
c. An adult upon a youth referee,
month suspension, whichever is
minimum of one (1) year
longer.
suspension.
c. An adult upon a youth referee,
minimum of one (1) year
suspension.
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Submitted by: Barb
Newton
Affiliation: Rules &
Revisions Committee
Member
Recommendation of
the Committee:
Recommend approval
to bring FYSA into
compliance with US
Soccer Federation
policy

502.6.2 REFEREE ASSAULT
Referee assault is an intentional act
of physical violence at or upon a
referee committed before during, or
after a match, even later times if it
is match related such as at work or
at home. “For the purpose of this
rule, “intentional act” shall mean an
act intended to bring about a result
which will invade the interests of
another in a way that is socially
unacceptable. Unintended
consequences of the actions are
irrelevant.” Assault includes, but is
not limited to, the following act
committed upon a referee: hitting,
kicking, punching, choking, spitting
on, grabbing or bodily running into a
referee; the act of kicking or
throwing any object at a referee
that could inflict injury; damaging
the referee’s uniform or personal
property (i.e., car, equipment, etc.).
The player, coach, manager,
spectator or official committing the
referee assault is automatically
suspended as follows:

502.6.2 REFEREE ASSAULT UPON A
REFEREE OR NON-GAME OFFICIAL
Referee Assault is an intentional act of
physical violence at or upon a referee
person committed before during, or
after a match., even later times if it is
match related such as at work or at
home. “For the purpose of this rule,
“intentional act” shall mean an act
intended to bring about a result which
will invade the interests of another in a
way that is socially unacceptable.
Unintended consequences of the
actions are irrelevant.” Assault includes,
but is not limited to, the following act
committed upon a referee person:
hitting, kicking, punching, choking,
spitting on, grabbing or bodily running
into a referee person; the act of kicking
or throwing any object at a referee
person that could inflict injury;
damaging the referee person’s uniform
or personal property (i.e., car,
equipment, etc.).

502.6.2 ASSAULT UPON A REFEREE OR
NON-GAME OFFICIAL
Assault is an intentional act of physical
violence at or upon a person committed
before, during or after a match. For the
purpose of this rule, “intentional act” shall
mean an act intended to bring about a
result that will invade the interests of
another in a way that is socially
unacceptable. Unintended consequences
of the actions are irrelevant. Assault
includes, but is not limited to, the following
act committed upon a person: hitting,
kicking, punching, choking, spitting on,
grabbing or bodily running into a person;
the act of kicking or throwing any object at
a person that could inflict injury; damaging
the person’s uniform or personal property
(i.e., car, equipment, etc.).

Removed the word
“Referee” and replaced
with “person”. This is to
simplify and consolidate
the definitions and
procedures.

The player, coach, manager, spectator or
official committing the assault is
automatically suspended until a hearing is
held on the assault.

The player, coach, manager, spectator
or official committing the referee
assault is automatically suspended until
a hearing is held on the assault.

Discipline: Minimum sanctions
a. For a minor or slight touching of a
person or the person’s uniform or
personal property, at least six (6)
months from the time of the assault;

Recommendation of
the Committee:
Recommend approval
to bring FYSA into
compliance with US
Soccer Federation
policy

a. For a minor or slight touching
of the referee or the referee’s
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Submitted by: Jennifer
DiTillio
Affiliation: Rules &
Revisions Committee
Member
Submitted by: Barb
Newton
Affiliation: Rules &
Revisions Committee
Member

uniform or personal property,
at least six (6) months from the
time of the assault;
b. Except as provided in above,
for any other assault, at least
twelve (12) months from the
time of the assault;
c. For an assault committed by an
adult and the referee is
seventeen (17) years of age or
younger, at least three (3)
years; or
d. For an assault when serious
injuries are inflicted,
at least five (5) years

Discipline: Minimum sanctions as
follows:
a. For a minor or slight touching of
the referee person or the referee
person’s uniform or personal
property, at least six (6) months
from the time of the assault;
b. Except as provided in above, for
any other assault, at least twelve
(12) months from the time of the
assault;
c. For an assault committed by an
adult and the referee is seventeen
(17) years of age or younger, at
least three (3) years; or
d. For an assault when serious injuries
are inflicted, at least five (5) years
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b. Except as provided in above, for any
other assault, at least twelve (12)
months from the time of the assault;
c. For an assault committed by an adult
and the referee is seventeen (17)
years of age or younger, at least three
(3) years; or
d. For an assault when serious injuries
are inflicted, at least five (5) years.

502.7 PROCEDURES FOR REPORTING
REFEREE ABUSE AND ASSAULT
Section 1: Procedures to be followed for
any alleged incident of referee assault
or abuse for any FYSA sanction
club/league/Cup event.
The referee, or a member of the referee
crew (should the referee be
incapacitated), will report any incident of
alleged referee assault/abuse to the
FYSA State Office within seventy-two
(72) hours of the incident. The written
report submitted must be postmarked
within seventy-two (72) hours of the
incident (excluding legal holidays) and
must include the official game report,
supplemental referee report, any other
information the referee wants to submit,
and the FYSA/US Youth Soccer pass of
the player/coach/manager or the name
of the non-player under investigation (if
known). The FYSA Representative must,
in turn, forward the report to the FYSA
office. FYSA will in turn notify the SYRA,
within 48 hours of receipt of the report.
Upon receipt at the FYSA office, a file will
be opened to contain a copy of the initial
report and the player/coach’s pass, if
applicable. The original report will then

502.7 PROCEDURES FOR REPORTING
REFEREE ABUSE AND OR ASSAULT
UPON A REFEREE OR A NON-GAME
OFFICIAL
Section 1: Procedures to be followed for
any alleged incident of referee assault
or abuse for any FYSA sanctioned
club/league/Cup event upon a Referee
or a non-game official.
The referee, a member of the referee
crew or a non-game official (should the
referee be incapacitated), will report any
incident of alleged referee assault/abuse
to the FYSA State Office within seventytwo (72) hours of the incident. The
written report submitted must be
postmarked within seventy-two (72)
hours of the incident (excluding legal
holidays) and must include the official
game report, supplemental referee
report, any other information the
referee parties want to submit, and the
FYSA/US Youth Soccer pass of the
player/coach/manager (if available) or
the name of the non-player under
investigation (if known). The FYSA
Representative must, in turn, forward
the report to the FYSA office. If the
incident involves a referee, FYSA will in
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502.7 PROCEDURES FOR REPORTING
ABUSE OR ASSAULT UPON A REFEREE
OR A NON-GAME OFFICIAL
Section 1: Procedures to be followed for
any alleged incident of assault or abuse
for any FYSA sanctioned event upon a
referee or a non-game official.
The referee, a member of the referee
crew or a non-game official will report
any incident of alleged assault or abuse
to the FYSA State Office within seventytwo (72) hours of the incident. The
written report submitted must be
postmarked within seventy-two (72)
hours of the incident (excluding legal
holidays) and must include the official
game report, supplemental referee
reports, any other information the
parties want to submit, and the FYSA/US
Youth Soccer pass of the
player/coach/manager (if available) or
the name of the non-player under
investigation (if known). If the incident
involves a referee, FYSA will in turn
notify the SYRA within forty-eight (48)
hours of receipt of the report.
Upon receipt at the FYSA office, an
electronic file will be created, and all
documentation forwarded to the Review

Consolidated
procedures for 502.7
and 502.8 into one rule
502.7.
Corrected procedures
to bring FYSA into
compliance with USSF
Policy 31-9.
The section in green is
being moved to
proposed 502.6.

Submitted by:
Jennifer DiTillio
Affiliation: Rules &
Revisions Committee
Member
Submitted by: Barb
Newton
Affiliation: Rules &
Revisions Committee
Member
Recommendation of
the Committee:
Recommend
approval to bring
FYSA into compliance

be immediately forwarded to FYSA’s
Review and Discipline Committee. The
Review and Discipline Committee will
make a determination within seven (7)
days of receipt of the report as to one of
the following: (i) possible referee assault
did occur; (ii) possible referee abuse did
occur; or (iii) documentation provided
did not warrant a determination of
either assault or abuse. (FYSA will inform
the SYRA as to the determination of the
Review and Discipline Committee.)
In the event the Review and Discipline
Committee determines a possible
referee assault case exists, the
Committee will forward its findings to
the FYSA office. Upon verification of an
allegation of assault by FYSA, the
person is automatically suspended until
the hearing is held on the assault. FYSA
will immediately notify the applicable
RVP with the direction to schedule a
hearing on the matter within thirty (30)
days. Any delay in scheduling the hearing
within the thirty (30) day timeframe
must be approved by the chairperson of
the FYSA Review and Discipline
Committee. Failure to hold the initial
hearing shall not rescind the automatic
suspension.

turn notify the SYRA, within 48 hours of
receipt of the report.

and Discipline Committee. The Review
and Discipline Committee will make a
determination within seven (7) days of
Upon receipt at the FYSA office, an
receipt of the report as to one of the
electronic file will be created and all
following: (i) possible assault did occur;
documentation forwarded to opened to (ii) possible abuse did occur; or (iii)
contain a copy of the initial report and
documentation provided did not warrant
the player/coach’s pass, if applicable.
a determination of either assault or
The original report will then be
abuse.
immediately forwarded to FYSA’s Review
and Discipline Committee. The Review
FYSA will immediately notify the
and Discipline Committee will make a
applicable RVP with the direction to
determination within seven (7) days of
schedule and hold a hearing on the
receipt of the report as to one of the
matter within thirty (30) days.
following: (i) possible referee assault did
occur; (ii) possible referee abuse did
If the RVP does not hold a hearing on the
occur; or (iii) documentation provided
matter within that period of time,
did not warrant a determination of
either assault or abuse. (FYSA will inform original jurisdiction shall immediately
vest in the USSF Appeals Committee to
the SYRA as to the determination of the
hear the matter (USSF Policy 531-9).
Review and Discipline Committee.)

In the event the Review and Discipline
Committee determines a possible
referee assault case exists, the
Committee will forward its findings to
the FYSA office. Upon verification of an
allegation of assault by FYSA, the person
is automatically suspended until the
hearing is held on the assault. FYSA will
immediately notify the applicable RVP
with the direction to schedule and hold
At the completion of the hearing, the
a hearing on the matter within thirty (30)
RVP will forward a copy of the findings to
days.
the FYSA office and will notify the
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Failure to hold the initial hearing shall
not rescind the automatic suspension for
abuse or assault.
At the completion of the hearing, the
RVP will forward a copy of the findings to
the FYSA office, and the FYSA office will
notify the accused in writing of the
findings of the hearing panel. If the
incident involved a referee, FYSA will
inform the SYRA of the results of the
hearing. The FYSA office, upon
verification that all requirements of Rule

with US Soccer
Federation policy

accused in writing of the findings of the
hearing panel. (FYSA will inform the
SYRA of the results of the hearing.)
FYSA’s State Office upon verification that
all requirements of Section 600 have
been complied with will send a copy of
the decision to the FYSA Review &
Discipline Committee in order that its file
may be also closed
If the accused is found guilty of assault,
notification will include information as to
the next level of
appeal, as per USSF Bylaw 705 which is
directly to the Appeals Committee of the
USSF.
In the event the Review and Discipline
Committee determines a case of referee
abuse exists, the Committee will forward
its findings to the FYSA office. FYSA will
immediately forward the report along
with the player/coach pass, if applicable,
to the appropriate RVP who will, based
on the report, immediately impose
sanctions of not less than a six (6) game
or three (3) month suspension,
whichever is longer. The RVP may
impose greater sanctions for repeat
offenders or if the situations warrants;
however, sanctions of more than six (6)
games or three (3) months will require
that a hearing be held, unless waived by
the accused. When sanctions are

If the RVP does not hold a hearing on
the matter within that period of time,
original jurisdiction shall
immediately vest in the USSF’s Appeals
Committee to hear the matter (USSF
Policy 531-9).
Any delay in scheduling the hearing
within the thirty (30) day timeframe
must be approved by the chairperson of
the FYSA Review and Discipline
Committee. Failure to hold the initial
hearing shall not rescind the automatic
suspension for abuse or assault.

600 have been complied with, will send a
copy of the decision to the Review &
Discipline Committee in order that its file
may be also closed.
If the accused is found guilty, notification
will include information as to the next
level of appeal, as per USSF Bylaw 705,
which is directly to the USSF Appeals
Committee.

In the event that the Review and
Discipline Committee determines that
neither assault nor abuse occurred, the
At the completion of the hearing, the
Committee will notify the FYSA office of
RVP will forward a copy of the findings to such. FYSA will immediately return the
the FYSA office and will notify the
player/coach/manager’s pass to the
accused in writing of the findings of the
appropriate club/league (if applicable). If
hearing panel. If the incident involved a sanctions are required as a result of
referee, FYSA will inform the SYRA of the actions not determined to be that of
results of the hearing. The FYSA’s State
assault or abuse, the club/league will
Office upon verification that all
handle these separately and according to
requirements of Section Rule 600 have
FYSA and/or club/league rules.
been complied with, will send a copy of
the decision to the FYSA Review &
If an allegation of referee assault/abuse
Discipline Committee in order that its file occurs during a tournament under
may be also closed.
sanction of FYSA the followings actions
are to be completed:
If the accused is found guilty, notification
will include information as to the next
Section 2: Procedures to be followed for
level of appeal, as per USSF Bylaw 705
any alleged incident of referee assault
which is directly to the USSF Appeals
or abuse for any FYSA
Committee of the USSF.
Event/Tournament, not covered above
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imposed, the RVP will, within seven (7)
days, notify the accused in writing of said
sanctions and the right of appeal of this
decision to FYSA’s Protest and Appeal
Committee as per FYSA Rule 605
inclusive. The player/coach pass will be
forwarded to the FYSA State Office to
hold until proper notification of games
served is presented. Proper notification
is accomplished by way of game reports
indicating that a red card/sanction is
being served. When such notification is
presented, the pass will be immediately
returned to the player/coach/manager.
In the event that the Review and
Discipline Committee determines that
neither referee assault nor abuse
occurred, the Committee will notify the
FYSA office of such. FYSA will
immediately forward the
player/coach/manager’s pass to the
appropriate club/league. If sanctions are
required as a result of actions not
determined to be that of referee assault
or abuse, the club/league will handle
these separately and according to FYSA,
and/or or club/league rules.
If an allegation of referee assault/abuse
occurs during a tournament under
sanction of FYSA the followings actions
are to be completed:

In the event the Review and Discipline
Committee determines a case of referee
abuse exists, the Committee will forward
its findings to the FYSA office. FYSA will
immediately forward the report along
with the player/coach pass, if applicable,
to the appropriate RVP who will, based
on the report, immediately impose
sanctions of not less than a six (6) game
or three (3) month suspension,
whichever is longer. The RVP may
impose greater sanctions for repeat
offenders or if the situations warrants;
however, sanctions of more than six (6)
games or three (3) months will require
that a hearing be held, unless waived by
the accused. When sanctions are
imposed, the RVP will, within seven (7)
days, notify the accused in writing of said
sanctions and the right of appeal of this
decision to FYSA’s Protest and Appeal
Committee as per FYSA Rule 605
inclusive. The player/coach pass will be
forwarded to the FYSA State Office to
hold until proper notification of games
served is presented. Proper notification
is accomplished by way of game reports
indicating that a red card/sanction is
being served. When such notification is
presented, the pass will be immediately
returned to the player/coach/manager.
In the event that the Review and
Discipline Committee determines that
neither referee assault nor abuse
95

A.
For players/coaches not
registered to FYSA:
In the event assault on or abuse of a
referee occurs in a tournament/event
outside the alleged offender’s home
state or from a soccer organization not
under the authority of FYSA, the referee
shall: (A) immediately notify the
Event/Tournament Chairman and (B)
forward a copy of the game report,
supplemental referee reports, and
his/her comments on the incident to the
Event/Tournament Chairman.
The Event/Tournament Chairmen shall
have the right to immediately convene a
hearing at the site of the
Event/Tournament at which the alleged
offender, the coach of the alleged
offender when the offender is a player,
and the game official should be present.
Information presented at this hearing
shall promptly be relayed to the alleged
offender’s National State Association by
the Event/Tournament Chairman, both
orally and in writing; however, failure to
provide written information shall not
restrict the offender’s home National
State Association from taking action with
regard to any referee abuse or assault.
The Event/Tournament Chairman shall
also, within seventy-two (72) hours of
the incident, notify FYSA in writing, by
fax, of the incident with copies of all
game reports, supplemental reports, and

Section 2: Procedures to be followed for
any alleged incident of referee assault
or abuse for any FYSA
Event/Tournament, not covered above
A.
For players/coaches not
registered to FYSA:
In the event an assault on or abuse of a
referee occurs in an tournament/event
outside the alleged offender’s home
state, or from a soccer organization not
under the authority of FYSA, the referee
shall (A) immediately notify the
Event/Tournament Chairman, and (B)
forward a copy of the game report,
supplemental referee report, and his/her
comments on the incident to the
Event/Tournament Chairman.
The Event/Tournament Chairmen shall
have the right to immediately convene a
hearing at the site of the
Event/Tournament, at which the alleged
offender, the coach of the alleged
offender when the offender is a player
and the game official should be present.
Information presented at this hearing
shall promptly be relayed to the alleged
offender’s National State Association by
the Event/Tournament Chairman, both
orally and in writing; however failure to
provide written information shall not
restrict the offender’s home National
State Association from taking action with
regard to any referee abuse or assault.

occurred, the Committee will notify the
FYSA office of such. FYSA will
immediately return the forward the
player/coach/manager’s pass to the
appropriate club/league (if applicable). If
sanctions are required as a result of
actions not determined to be that of
referee assault or abuse, the club/league
will handle these separately and
according to FYSA, and/or or club/league
rules.
If an allegation of referee assault/abuse
occurs during a tournament under
sanction of FYSA the followings actions
are to be completed:

Section 2: Procedures to be followed for
any alleged incident of referee assault
or abuse for any FYSA
Event/Tournament, not covered above
A.
For players/coaches not
registered to FYSA:
In the event an assault on or abuse of a
referee occurs in an tournament/event
outside the alleged offender’s home
state, or from a soccer organization not
under the authority of FYSA, the referee
shall (A) immediately notify the
Event/Tournament Chairman, and (B)
forward a copy of the game report,
supplemental referee report, and his/her
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findings as to any hearing held at the
Event/Tournament. (FYSA will copy the
SYRA on all reports concerning this
incident.)
B.
For players/coaches registered to
FYSA:
For players/coaches under FYSA’s
jurisdiction, the Event/Tournament will
retain the player/coach pass to be
forwarded to the FYSA State Office along
with copies of all game reports,
supplemental reports, and any other
information concerning this incident
within twenty-four (24) hours of the
completion of the Tournament/Event.
The review process of the incident will
then follow the procedures as outline in
Section 1 above.

The Event/Tournament Chairman shall
also, within 72 hours of the incident,
notify FYSA in writing, by fax, of the
incident with copies of all game reports,
supplemental reports, and findings as to
any hearing held at the
Event/Tournament. (FYSA will copy the
SYRA on all reports concerning this
incident.)
B.
For players/coaches registered
to FYSA:
For players/coaches under FYSA’s
jurisdiction, the Event/Tournament will
retain the player/coach pass to be
forwarded to the FYSA State Office,
along with copies of all game reports,
supplemental reports, and any other
information concerning this incident,
within 24 hours of the completion of the
Tournament/Event. The review process
of the incident will then follow the
procedures as outline in Section 1 above.

502.8 ABUSE AND/OR ASSAULT UPON
NON-GAME OFFICALS
Abuse and/or assault upon any affiliate
member, league/tournament official,
FYSA state staff, FYSA board
member/official or any other person
acting in an official capacity at any FYSAsanctioned event.

comments on the incident to the
Event/Tournament Chairman.
The Event/Tournament Chairmen shall
have the right to immediately convene a
hearing at the site of the
Event/Tournament, at which the alleged
offender, the coach of the alleged
offender when the offender is a player
and the game official should be present.
Information presented at this hearing
shall promptly be relayed to the alleged
offender’s National State Association by
the Event/Tournament Chairman, both
orally and in writing; however, failure to
provide written information shall not
restrict the offender’s home National
State Association from taking action with
regard to any referee abuse or assault.
The Event/Tournament Chairman shall
also, within 72 hours of the incident,
notify FYSA in writing, by fax, of the
incident with copies of all game reports,
supplemental reports, and findings as to
any hearing held at the
Event/Tournament. (FYSA will copy the
SYRA on all reports concerning this
incident.)
B.
For players/coaches registered
to FYSA:
For players/coaches under FYSA’s
jurisdiction, the Event/Tournament will
retain the player/coach pass to be
forwarded to the FYSA State Office,
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Abuse shall be defined as under Rule
502.6.1.
Assault shall be defined as under Rule
502.6.2.

PROCEDURES FOR REPORTING ABUSE
AND ASSAULT
Section 1: Procedures to be followed for
any alleged incident of assault or abuse
for any FYSA sanction club/league/Cup
event.
The official, or event director, will report
any incident of alleged assault/abuse to
FYSA, or its designee, (i.e.,RC, RVP)
within seventy-two (72) hours of the
incident. The written report submitted
must be postmarked within seventy-two
(72) hours of the incident (excluding
legal holidays) and must include the
official game report, supplemental
reports, any other information the
parties want to submit, and the FYSA/US
Youth Soccer pass of the
player/coach/manager or the name of
the non-player under investigation (if
known). The FYSA Representative must,
in turn, forward the report to the FYSA
office.

along with copies of all game reports,
supplemental reports, and any other
information concerning this incident,
within 24 hours of the completion of the
Tournament/Event. The review process
of the incident will then follow the
procedures as outline in Section 1 above.

502. 8 ABUSE AND/OR ASSAULT UPON
NON-GAME OFFICALS
Abuse and/or assault upon any affiliate
member, league/tournament official,
FYSA state staff, FYSA board
member/official or any other person
acting in an official capacity at any FYSAsanctioned event.
Abuse shall be defined as under Rule
502.6.1. Assault shall be defined as
under Rule 502.6.2.

PROCEDURES FOR REPORTING ABUSE
AND ASSAULT
Section 1: Procedures to be followed for
any alleged incident of assault or abuse
for any FYSA sanction club/league/Cup
event.
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Upon receipt at the FYSA office, a file will
be opened to contain a copy of the initial
report and the player/coach’s pass, if
applicable. The original report will then
be immediately forwarded to FYSA’s
Review and Discipline Committee. The
Review and Discipline Committee will
make a determination within seven (7)
days of receipt of the report as to one of
the following: (i) possible assault did
occur; (ii) possible abuse did occur; or
(iii) documentation provided did not
warrant a determination of either
assault or abuse.

The official, or event director, will report
any incident of alleged assault/abuse to
FYSA, or its designee, (i.e.,RC, RVP)
within seventy-two (72) hours of the
incident. The written report submitted
must be postmarked within seventy-two
(72) hours of the incident (excluding
legal holidays) and must include the
official game report, supplemental
reports, any other information the
parties want to submit, and the FYSA/US
Youth Soccer pass of the
player/coach/manager or the name of
the non-player under investigation (if
known). The FYSA Representative must,
In the event the Review and Discipline
in turn, forward the report to the FYSA
Committee determines a possible assault office.
case exists, the Committee will forward
its findings to the FYSA office. Upon
Upon receipt at the FYSA office, a file will
verification of an allegation of assault
be opened to contain a copy of the initial
by FYSA, the person is automatically
report and the player/coach’s pass, if
suspended until the hearing is held on
applicable. The original report will then
the assault. FYSA will immediately notify be immediately forwarded to FYSA’s
the applicable RVP with the direction to
Review and Discipline Committee. The
schedule a hearing on the matter within Review and Discipline Committee will
thirty
make a determination within seven (7)
(30) days. Any delay in scheduling the
days of receipt of the report as to one of
hearing within the thirty (30) day
the following: (i) possible assault did
timeframe must be approved by the
occur; (ii) possible abuse did occur; or
chairperson of the FYSA Review and
(iii) documentation provided did not
Discipline Committee. Failure to hold the warrant a determination of either
initial hearing shall not rescind the
assault or abuse.
automatic suspension.
In the event the Review and Discipline
Committee determines a possible assault
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At the completion of the hearing, the
RVP will forward a copy of the findings to
the FYSA office and will notify the
accused in writing of the findings of the
hearing panel.
In the event the Review and Discipline
Committee determines a case of official
abuse exists, the Committee will forward
its findings to the FYSA office. FYSA will
immediately forward the report along
with the player/coach pass, if applicable,
to the appropriate RVP who will, based
on the report, immediately impose
sanctions of not less than a six (6) or
three (3) month game suspension,
whichever is longer. The RVP may
impose greater sanctions for repeat
offenders or if the situations warrants;
however, sanctions of more than six (6)
games or three (3) months will require
that a hearing be held, unless waived by
the accused. When sanctions are
imposed, the RVP will, within seven (7)
days, notify the accused in writing of said
sanctions and the right of appeal of this
decision to FYSA’s Protest and Appeal
Committee as per FYSA Rule 605,
inclusive. The player/coach pass will be
forwarded to the FYSA State Office to
hold until proper notification of games
served is presented. Proper notification
is

case exists, the Committee will forward
its findings to the FYSA office. Upon
verification of an allegation of assault by
FYSA, the person is automatically
suspended until the hearing is held on
the assault. FYSA will immediately notify
the applicable RVP with the direction to
schedule a hearing on the matter within
thirty
(30) days. Any delay in scheduling the
hearing within the thirty (30) day
timeframe must be approved by the
chairperson of the FYSA Review and
Discipline Committee. Failure to hold the
initial hearing shall not rescind the
automatic suspension.
At the completion of the hearing, the
RVP will forward a copy of the findings to
the FYSA office and will notify the
accused in writing of the findings of the
hearing panel.
In the event the Review and Discipline
Committee determines a case of official
abuse exists, the Committee will forward
its findings to the FYSA office. FYSA will
immediately forward the report along
with the player/coach pass, if applicable,
to the appropriate RVP who will, based
on the report, immediately impose
sanctions of not less than a six (6) or
three (3) month game suspension,
whichever is longer. The RVP may
impose greater sanctions for repeat
100

accomplished by way of game reports
indicating that a red card/sanction is
being served. When such notification is
presented, the pass will be immediately
returned to the player/coach/manager.
In the event that the Review and
Discipline Committee determines that
neither official assault nor abuse
occurred, the Committee will notify the
FYSA office of such. FYSA will
immediately forward the
player/coach/manager’s pass to the
appropriate club/league. If sanctions are
required as a result of actions not
determined to be that of official assault
or abuse, the club/league will handle
these separately and according to FYSA,
and/or or club/league rules.
If an allegation of official assault/abuse
occurs during a tournament under
sanction of FYSA the followings actions
are to be completed:

Section 2: Procedures to be followed for
any alleged incident of official assault
or abuse for any FYSA
Event/Tournament, not covered above
A.
For players/coaches not
registered to FYSA:
In the event an assault on or abuse of a
official occurs in an tournament/event

offenders or if the situations warrants;
however, sanctions of more than six (6)
games or three (3) months will require
that a hearing be held, unless waived by
the accused. When sanctions are
imposed, the RVP will, within seven (7)
days, notify the accused in writing of said
sanctions and the right of appeal of this
decision to FYSA’s Protest and Appeal
Committee as per FYSA Rule 605,
inclusive. The player/coach pass will be
forwarded to the FYSA State Office to
hold until proper notification of games
served is presented. Proper notification
is
accomplished by way of game reports
indicating that a red card/sanction is
being served. When such notification is
presented, the pass will be immediately
returned to the player/coach/manager.
In the event that the Review and
Discipline Committee determines that
neither official assault nor abuse
occurred, the Committee will notify the
FYSA office of such. FYSA will
immediately forward the
player/coach/manager’s pass to the
appropriate club/league. If sanctions are
required as a result of actions not
determined to be that of official assault
or abuse, the club/league will handle
these separately and according to FYSA,
and/or or club/league rules.
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outside the alleged offender’s home
state, or from a soccer organization not
under the authority of FYSA, the official
shall (A) immediately notify the
Event/Tournament Chairman, and (B)
forward a copy of the game report,
supplemental reports, and his/her
comments on the incident to the
Event/Tournament Chairman.
The Event/Tournament Chairmen shall
have the right to immediately convene a
hearing at the site of the
Event/Tournament, at which the alleged
offender, the coach of the alleged
offender when the offender is a player
and the game official should be present.
Information presented at this hearing
shall promptly be relayed to the alleged
offender’s National State Association by
the Event/Tournament Chairman, both
orally and in writing; however failure to
provide written information shall not
restrict the offender’s home National
State Association from taking action with
regard to any official abuse or assault.
The Event/Tournament Chairman shall
also, within 48 hours of the incident,
notify FYSA in writing, by fax, of the
incident with copies of all game reports,
supplemental reports, and findings as to
any hearing held at the
Event/Tournament.

If an allegation of official assault/abuse
occurs during a tournament under
sanction of FYSA the followings actions
are to be completed:

Section 2: Procedures to be followed for
any alleged incident of official assault or
abuse for any FYSA Event/Tournament,
not covered above
A.
For players/coaches not
registered to FYSA:
In the event an assault on or abuse of a
official occurs in an tournament/event
outside the alleged offender’s home
state, or from a soccer organization not
under the authority of FYSA, the official
shall (A) immediately notify the
Event/Tournament Chairman, and (B)
forward a copy of the game report,
supplemental reports, and his/her
comments on the incident to the
Event/Tournament Chairman.
The Event/Tournament Chairmen shall
have the right to immediately convene a
hearing at the site of the
Event/Tournament, at which the alleged
offender, the coach of the alleged
offender when the offender is a player
and the game official should be present.
Information presented at this hearing
shall promptly be relayed to the alleged
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B.
For players/coaches registered
to FYSA:
For players/coaches under FYSA’s
jurisdiction, the Event/Tournament will
retain the player/coach pass to be
forwarded to the FYSA State Office,
along with copies of all game reports,
supplemental reports, and any other
information concerning this incident,
within 24 hours of the completion of the
Tournament/Event. The review process
of the incident will then follow the
procedures as outline in Section 1 above.

504.3 Red card or ejection issued due
to Referee Assault/Abuse shall require:
1. Player pass, game report and other
documents sent to FYSA’s State
Office within seventy-two (72) hours.
(Referee shall also send a copy of the

offender’s National State Association by
the Event/Tournament Chairman, both
orally and in writing; however failure to
provide written information shall not
restrict the offender’s home National
State Association from taking action with
regard to any official abuse or assault.
The Event/Tournament Chairman shall
also, within 48 hours of the incident,
notify FYSA in writing, by fax, of the
incident with copies of all game reports,
supplemental reports, and findings as to
any hearing held at the
Event/Tournament.

B.
For players/coaches registered
to FYSA:
For players/coaches under FYSA’s
jurisdiction, the Event/Tournament will
retain the player/coach pass to be
forwarded to the FYSA State Office,
along with copies of all game reports,
supplemental reports, and any other
information concerning this incident,
within 24 hours of the completion of the
Tournament/Event. The review process
of the incident will then follow the
procedures as outline in Section 1 above.
504.3 Red card or ejection issued due
to Referee Assault/Abuse shall require:
1. Player pass, game report and other
documents sent to FYSA’s State
Office within seventy-two (72) hours.
(Referee shall also send a copy of the
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This is a repeat of the
procedures already
stated in 502.7.

Submitted by:
Jennifer DiTillio

report to the SRA/SYRA.) A
determination as to probable cause to
proceed to a hearing shall be
forwarded to the appropriate RVP.
2. Disciplinary hearing shall be
scheduled within thirty (30) days of
the notification by the FYSA Review
and Discipline Committee. Any delay
in scheduling a hearing within the
thirty (30) days must be approved by
the chairperson of the FYSA Review
and Discipline Committee.
3. Player/coach suspended
immediately upon receipt by FYSA of
the initial report

report to the SRA/SYRA.) A
determination as to probable cause
to proceed to a hearing shall be
forwarded to the appropriate RVP.
2. Disciplinary hearing shall be
scheduled within thirty (30) days of
the notification by the FYSA Review
and Discipline Committee. Any delay
in scheduling a hearing within the
thirty (30) days must be approved
by the chairperson of the FYSA
Review and Discipline Committee.
3. Player/coach suspended immediately
upon receipt by FYSA of the initial
report
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Affiliation: Rules &
Revisions Committee
Member
Submitted by: Barb
Newton
Affiliation: Rules &
Revisions Committee
Member
Recommendation of
the Committee:
Recommend
approval to bring
FYSA into compliance
with US Soccer
Federation policy

601.1 Due Process shall be defined as
601.1 Due Process shall be defined as
601.1 Due Process shall be defined as
the procedures contained within
the procedures contained within
the procedures contained within
this section and shall guarantee
this section and shall guarantee
this section and shall guarantee
any individual, affiliate, player,
any individual, affiliate, player,
any individual, affiliate, player,
coach, official or administrator of
coach, official or administrator of
coach, official or administrator of
FYSA or any affiliate the right to
FYSA or any affiliate the right to
FYSA or any affiliate the right to
exercise these procedures. Due
exercise these procedures. Due
exercise these procedures. Due
process includes the right to know
process includes the right to know
process includes the right to know
what charges have been made
what charges have been made
what charges have been made
against a person and the right to a
against a person and the right to a
against a person and the right to a
hearing before the imposition of
hearing before the imposition of
hearing before the imposition of
any sanction whatsoever,
any sanction whatsoever,
any sanction whatsoever,
including suspension, for any
including suspension, for any
including suspension, for any
period of time. Exceptions to the
period of time. Exceptions to the
period of time. Exceptions to the
hearing requirement are:
hearing requirement are:
hearing requirement are:
1. Assault on a referee for
1. Assault on a referee or non1. Assault on a referee or nonwhich a suspension may be
game official for which a
game official for which a
imposed immediately until a
suspension may be imposed
suspension may be imposed
hearing can be held;
immediately until a hearing
immediately until a hearing
2. Arrest or charges for any
can be held;
can be held;
felony or any other crime
2. Arrest or charges for any
2. Arrest or charges for any
involving moral turpitude for
felony or any other crime
felony or any other crime
which a suspension may be
involving moral turpitude for
involving moral turpitude for
imposed until resolution of
which a suspension may be
which a suspension may be
all criminal charges; and
imposed until resolution of
imposed until resolution of
3. Red Card suspension which
all criminal charges; and
all criminal charges; and
is no greater than the
3. Red Card suspension which
3. Red Card suspension which
minimum required under
is no greater than the
is no greater than the
USSF and FYSA Rules.
minimum required under
minimum required under
USSF and FYSA Rules.
USSF and FYSA Rules.
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Removed “referee” and
replaced with “person”.
When assault occurs,
there is an automatic
suspension, whether it is
on a referee or a nongame official.

Submitted by: Jennifer
DiTillio
Affiliation: Rules &
Revisions Committee
Member
Submitted by: Barb
Newton
Affiliation: Rules &
Revisions Committee
Member
Recommendation of
the Committee:
Recommend approval
to bring FYSA into
compliance with US
Soccer Federation policy

603.3 Filing a charge(s)
guarantees any Affiliate
or its members the right
to a hearing, subject to
Review and Discipline’s
determination

603.3 Filing a charge(s) guarantees any
Affiliate or its members the right to a
hearing, subject to Review and
Discipline’s determination as long as
the affiliate has followed all club
rules and bylaws for
hearings/discipline first.

603.3 Filing a charge(s) guarantees any
Affiliate or its members the right to a
hearing, subject to Review and
Discipline’s determination as long as
the affiliate has followed all club rules
and bylaws for hearings/discipline
first.

Ensures the proper action
by the affiliate according to
their rules before initiating
any action by FYSA.

Submitted by: Mike
Goodman, VP Region B
Club Affiliation: FYSA
Board of Directors

Recommendation of the
Committee:
Decision of the
membership
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902. TOURNAMENT
REQUIREMENTS
A sanctioned tournament is any
tournament having official
approval from FYSA, other US
Youth
Soccer members, USSF and/or
FIFA (international federation).
All sanctioned tournaments will
require
that teams and coaches present
the following:
1.

2.

3.

Picture identification
cards for players and
coaches issued by the
team’s Federation
Organization Member.
Official Roster approved
by the team’s
Federation Organization
Member.
Official Guest Player
Form(s) approved by the
team’s Federation
Organization Member.

Official Permission to Travel
Form(s), if applicable, approved

902. TOURNAMENT REQUIREMENTS

902. TOURNAMENT REQUIREMENTS

A sanctioned tournament is any tournament
having official approval from FYSA, other US
Youth Soccer members, USSF and/or FIFA
(international federation). All sanctioned
tournaments will require that teams and coaches
present the following:

A sanctioned tournament is any tournament
having official approval from FYSA, other US Youth
Soccer members, USSF and/or FIFA (international
federation). All sanctioned tournaments will
require that teams and coaches present the
following:

1.

Picture identification cards for players
and coaches issued by the team’s
Federation Organization Member.

2.
3.

4.

5.

1.

Official Roster approved by the team’s
Federation Organization Member.

Picture identification cards for
players and coaches issued by the
team’s Federation Organization
Member.

2.

Official Guest Player Form(s) approved
by the team’s Federation Organization
Member.

Official Roster approved by the
team’s Federation Organization
Member.

3.

Official Guest Player Form(s)
approved by the team’s Federation
Organization Member.

Official Permission to Travel Form(s), if
applicable, approved by the team’s
Federation Organization Member.

4.

Official Permission to Travel Form(s),
if applicable, approved by the team’s
Federation Organization Member.

5.

8U-10U must be run as festival style
only. *

8U-10U must be run as festival style
only.*

* A “festival” format allows teams to know
exactly how many games they are to play.
Teams will not advance to semi-finals or finals
and there will be no Championship games at
the 8U to 10U age groups. Scores and standings
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* A “festival” format allows teams to know exactly
how many games they are to play. Teams will not
advance to semi-finals or finals and there will be
no Championship games at the 8U to 10U age
groups. Scores and standings are not kept or

To keep in line with US
Soccer’s Player
Development Initiatives
(PDIs) which focuses on
player safety and
development.

Submitted by: Daragh
Cullen, VP of Coach/
Player Development
Club Affiliation: FYSA
Board of Directors

Recommendation of the
Committee:
Decision of the
membership

by the team’s Federation
Organization Member

are not kept or posted. All players may be
awarded participation awards.

905. TOURNAMENT AND TRAVEL
FEE SECTION
Tournament hosting Application
Fee
Within home region $50.00
Within the State of Florida $150.00
Within the United States $150.00
Any Foreign Teams $250.00
Tournament Bond as may be
required $2,500.00
Tournament Hosting late fees
(Teams outside of Florida)
90-150 days $100.00
60-90 days $200.00
30-60 days $500.00
less than 30 $1,000.00
Teams only from Florida less than 30
days $100.00

posted. All players may be awarded participation
awards.

905. TOURNAMENT AND TRAVEL FEE
SECTION
Tournament hosting Application Fee
Within home region $50.00
Within the State of Florida $150.00
Within the United States $150.00
Any Foreign Teams $250.00
Tournament Bond as may be required
$2,500.00

905. TOURNAMENT AND TRAVEL FEE
SECTION
Tournament hosting Application Fee
Within home region $50.00
Within the State of Florida $150.00
Within the United States $150.00
Any Foreign Teams $250.00
Tournament Bond as may be
required $2,500.00

Tournament Hosting late fees (Teams
outside of Florida)
90-150 days $100.00
60-90 days $200.00
30-60 days $500.00
less than 30 $1,000.00

Tournament Hosting late fees
90-150 days $100.00
60-90 days $200.00
30-60 days $500.00
less than 30 $1,000.00

Teams only from Florida less than 30
days $100.00

Amendments to Applications:
Tournament $100.00
Less than thirty (30) days before the
event $250.00

Amendments to Applications:
Tournament $100.00
Less than thirty (30) days before the
event $250.00

Tournament Web Advertising:
Enhanced website advertisement
$125.00

Tournament Web Advertising:
Enhanced website advertisement
$125.00
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Amendments to Applications:
Tournament $100.00
Less than thirty (30) days before the
event $250.00
Tournament Web Advertising:
Enhanced website advertisement
$125.00
Enhanced advertisement with logo
$175.00
Additional tournament listing done at
same time $25.00/listing

Rationale:
Striking the Teams only from
Florida less than 30 days
$100.00, streamlines the
tournament process schedules,
deadlines and fees, as
referenced in 902.2 & 905. The
procedure for processing any
tournament is the same and
takes the same amount of time,
regardless of the team origin.
Also, any tournament packets
submitted under 30 days
displaces all other tournaments
submitted before the 30 days.
Making this change places all
tournament packets submitted
through the same procedure,
regardless if the teams are from
Florida, National or
International.
Striking (Teams outside of
Florida) is housekeeping, as
902.2 outlines the application
deadlines for each designation.

Enhanced advertisement with logo
$175.00
Additional tournament listing done
at same time $25.00/listing

Enhanced advertisement with logo
$175.00
Additional tournament listing done at
same time $25.00/listing

Application to travel:
Out of State within the United
States other than Region III
More than 30 days $10.00
15-29 days $35.00
Less than 15 days $100.00
Within Region III less than
30 Days $20.00

Application to travel:
Out of State within the United States
other than Region III
More than 30 days $10.00
15-29 days $35.00
Less than 15 days $100.00
Within Region III less than 30
Days $20.00

Foreign Travel
More than 60 days $75.00
59-30 days $150.00
less than 30 days $250.00

Foreign Travel
More than 60 days $75.00
59-30 days $150.00
less than 30 days $250.00

Game Hosting Fees/game
(Fees listed are per game involving
the visiting team)
Teams, registered with US Youth
Soccer, from within US Youth Soccer
Region III,
there shall be no fee with proper
notification.
Teams, registered with US Youth
Soccer, from within the U.S. but
outside Region III:
30 or more days prior to event
$10.00/game
Less than 30 days prior to event
$25.00/game
Foreign Teams:

Game Hosting Fees/game
(Fees listed are per game involving the
visiting team)
Teams, registered with US Youth Soccer,
from within US Youth Soccer Region III,
there shall be no fee with proper
notification.
Teams, registered with US Youth Soccer,
from within the U.S. but outside Region
III:
30 or more days prior to event
$10.00/game
Less than 30 days prior to event
$25.00/game
Foreign Teams:
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Application to travel:
Out of State within the United States
other than Region III
More than 30 days $10.00
15-29 days $35.00
Less than 15 days $100.00
Within Region III less than 30
Days $20.00
Foreign Travel
More than 60 days $75.00
59-30 days $150.00
less than 30 days $250.00
Game Hosting Fees/game
(Fees listed are per game involving
the visiting team)
Teams, registered with US Youth
Soccer, from within US Youth Soccer
Region III,
there shall be no fee with proper
notification.
Teams, registered with US Youth
Soccer, from within the U.S. but
outside Region III:
30 or more days prior to event
$10.00/game
Less than 30 days prior to event
$25.00/game
Foreign Teams:
More than 90 days prior to event
$50.00/game
89-30 days prior to event
$100.00/game

Submitted by: Daragh Cullen,
VP of Coach/ Player
Development
Club Affiliation: FYSA Board
of Directors
Recommendation of the
Committee:
Decision of the membership

More than 90 days prior to event
$50.00/game
89-30 days prior to event
$100.00/game
Less than 30 days prior to event
$125.00/game
Tournament and Travel fines:
Failure to timely file or file red card
reports $250.00
Failure to timely file or file post
tournament reports $500.00
Failure to staff games with required
number of certified referees The
higher of $25.00
per game or the referee
game fee for the
unstaffed position(s)
Failure to follow FYSA min red card
sanctions $1,000.00
Failure to follow posted tournament
rules $1,000.00
Failure to follow refund policy 10
times entry fee
Failure to maintain games
report/rosters for 90 days $1,000.00
Hosting a tournament without
proper permission:
Teams from within Florida $500.00
Teams from outside Florida within
the USA $1,500.00
Any Foreign Teams $2,500.00

More than 90 days prior to event
$50.00/game
89-30 days prior to event $100.00/game
Less than 30 days prior to event
$125.00/game
Tournament and Travel fines:
Failure to timely file or file red card
reports $250.00
Failure to timely file or file post
tournament reports $500.00
Failure to staff games with required
number of certified referees The higher
of $25.00
per game or the referee
game fee for the
unstaffed position(s)
Failure to follow FYSA min red card
sanctions $1,000.00
Failure to follow posted tournament
rules $1,000.00
Failure to follow refund policy 10 times
entry fee
Failure to maintain games report/rosters
for 90 days $1,000.00
Hosting a tournament without proper
permission:
Teams from within Florida $500.00
Teams from outside Florida within the
USA $1,500.00
Any Foreign Teams $2,500.00
Hosting or playing against teams
without permission
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Less than 30 days prior to event
$125.00/game
Tournament and Travel fines:
Failure to timely file or file red card
reports $250.00
Failure to timely file or file post
tournament reports $500.00
Failure to staff games with required
number of certified referees The
higher of $25.00
per game or the referee
game fee for the
unstaffed position(s)
Failure to follow FYSA min red card
sanctions $1,000.00
Failure to follow posted tournament
rules $1,000.00
Failure to follow refund policy 10
times entry fee
Failure to maintain games
report/rosters for 90 days $1,000.00
Hosting a tournament without
proper permission:
Teams from within Florida $500.00
Teams from outside Florida within
the USA $1,500.00
Any Foreign Teams $2,500.00
Hosting or playing against teams
without permission
Failure to properly notify FYSA for
teams within Region III $100.00

Hosting or playing against teams
without permission
Failure to properly notify FYSA for
teams within Region III $100.00
Out of Florida within United States
$1,500.00
Any Foreign Team $2,500.00
Traveling without Permission
Out of Region within State of Florida
$500.00
Out of Florida within the United
States $1,500.00
Foreign Travel $2,500.00

Failure to properly notify FYSA for teams
within Region III $100.00
Out of Florida within United States
$1,500.00
Any Foreign Team $2,500.00
Traveling without Permission
Out of Region within State of Florida
$500.00
Out of Florida within the United States
$1,500.00
Foreign Travel $2,500.00
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Out of Florida within United States
$1,500.00
Any Foreign Team $2,500.00
Traveling without Permission
Out of Region within State of Florida
$500.00
Out of Florida within the United
States $1,500.00
Foreign Travel $2,500.00

3006.1 Administrative employees
and office staff shall be
determined by the Personnel
Committee subject to approval
by the BOD as to number of
positions needed for the
adequate performance of the
State Office. Hiring and firing
shall be recommended by the
Personnel Committee and
approved by the BOD.

3006.1 Administrative employees
and office staff shall be
determined by the Personnel
Committee subject to approval by
the BOD as to number of positions
needed for the adequate
performance of the State Office.
Hiring and firing shall be
recommended by the Personnel
Committee and approved by the
BOD. The Executive Director has
the authority to hire and fire
office staff.

3006.1 Administrative
employees and office staff shall
be determined by the Personnel
Committee subject to approval
by the BOD as to number of
positions needed for the
adequate performance of the
State Office. The Executive
Director has the authority to
hire and fire office staff.

The Executive Director has
knowledge of his/her staff and
their performance, which the
Personnel Committee and Board
of Directors does not have, since
they are not as involved in the
day-to-day operation. The
Personnel Committee will still be
involved in an HR capacity.

Submitted by: Kai Velmer, BOD
President
Club Affiliation: FYSA Board of
Directors

Recommendation of the
Committee:
Decision of the membership
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C90.3 DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
1. Shall publish and/or revise and maintain
personnel manual to be kept in the State
Office with copies distributed to all EC
members.
2. Shall establish policies and procedures for
hiring and supervising the necessary staff for
maintaining the State Office and FYSA
programs and services.
3. Shall recommend to the BOD all matters
relating to the positions of Executive
Director and Director of Coaching, as long as
the positions have been included in the
budget.
4. The Executive Director of shall make
recommendations to the President and then
the President shall submit those
recommendations to the Personnel
Committee regarding the employment
status of other office staff as well as matters
relating to office expenses, policy and other
items necessary for maintaining the office
staff.
5. Shall meet on an "as needed" basis.
6. Shall establish a budget, in conjunction
with the Budget Committee, for all office
operating costs.
7. Develop a budget to cover projected costs
for completion of its task for the seasonal
year.
8. Shall make such annual and/or interim
reports as may be required by the BOD.

C90.3 DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
1. Shall publish and/or revise and maintain
personnel manual to be kept in the State
Office with copies
distributed to all EC members.
2. Shall establish policies and procedures for
hiring and supervising the necessary staff for
maintaining
the State Office and FYSA programs and
services.
3. Shall recommend to the BOD all matters
relating to the positions of Executive Director
and Director
of Coaching, as long as the positions have
been included in the budget.
4. The Executive Director of shall make
recommendations to the President and then
the President shall submit those
recommendations to the Personnel
Committee regarding the employment status
of other office staff as well as matters relating
to office expenses, policy and other items
necessary for maintaining the office staff.
5. 4. Shall meet on an "as needed" basis.
6. 5. Shall establish a budget, in conjunction
with the Budget Committee, for all office
operating costs.
7. 6. Develop a budget to cover projected
costs for completion of its task for the
seasonal year.
8. 7. Shall make such annual and/or interim
reports as may be required by the BOD.
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C90.3 DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
1. Shall publish and/or revise and
maintain personnel manual to be
kept in the State Office with copies
distributed to all EC members.
2. Shall establish policies and
procedures for hiring and
supervising the necessary staff for
maintaining
the State Office and FYSA programs
and services.
3. Shall recommend to the BOD all
matters relating to the positions of
Executive Director and Director
of Coaching, as long as the positions
have been included in the budget.
4. Shall meet on an "as needed"
basis.
5. Shall establish a budget, in
conjunction with the Budget
Committee, for all office operating
costs.
6. Develop a budget to cover
projected costs for completion of its
task for the seasonal year.
7. Shall make such annual and/or
interim reports as may be required
by the BOD.

Removal and subsequent
renumber to keep in line
with the proposed
change to 3006.1
Submitted by: Kai
Velmer
Club Affiliation: FYSA
BOD President
Recommendation of the
Committee:
Decision of the
membership

Board of Directors
Election
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Positions & Current Nominees
(*) indicates incumbent candidates
As of August 2, 2021

BOD Position: Secretary
Nominee Name:

Becky McLaren

Nominee Name:

Kassandra Orloff

Nominee Name:

Antonio Saviano

BOD Position: Vice President of Competition
Nominee Name:

Olaf Henke

Nominee Name:

Greg Zak*

BOD Position: Vice President of Player/ Coaching Development
Nominee Name:

Daragh Cullen*

BOD Position: Registrar
Nominee Name:

Alice Smith*

BOD Position: Vice President of Region A
Nominee Name:

Carlton Talbot*

BOD Position: Vice President of Region C
Nominee Name:

David DiTillio
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For the Good
of the Game
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